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• Trudeau :meets, 
) " ,  . . .. 
. .  Prime Minister Pierre Elba# Trudeau met 
with members ef the Nishga Tribal Council, of 
the Nass•Valley, in Ottawa Thursday. i The 
occasion was a confrontation between 100 
Indian chiefs and government leaders in the 
gilt.and-crystal Confederation Room in the 
west block of the Parliament buildings. 
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..  Under the glare of television lights an im. 
pressive.delegation from the Union of B.C. 
Indian Chiefs formal ly claimed compensation 
for the land of the province. ' .- " " 
., .A claim by the Nmhga Tribal Council for a 
declaration of title to ancestral lands around 
the Nass River is before the Supreme Court of 
Canada; ', 
• .Other tribal chiefs at the meeting said an 
evaluation must be made on the land taken 
• from Indian tr ibes more than 100 years ago 
and interest must.be paid for all intervening 
years. 
• .Trudeau and Indian Affairs Minister Jean . 
Chretien said that no comment can be made 
on the issue pending the court decision on .the 
Nishga c la im,  now before the Supreme Court. 
. .Trudeau in .explaining why he could not 
comment specifically on the claim, said he 
had received a telegram from Chief Frank 
Calder of the flishgas. 
• . "He  thinks we arenot  meetingon the r ight 
day , "  observed Trudeao. "He certainly 
doesn't want us to say anything to ;,reiudge 
the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada.':. 
.. He said the detailed submission would have 
to be studied by the government. 
• .Pressed for some general observation, 
Trudeau said: "What is important  to me here' 
is that it is a claim 'against the ;)ast but does 
not say anything of your views of the future. 
.."Supposing the c la ims are settled in a way 
that is fair and just  -- what then? 
• ."Would the Indians become Canadians like 
veryene else, would you want to continue 
under the Indian Act?'" 
. .Trudeau said that, altheugh he doesn't  
e~pect answers to these questions, im- 
mediately; he wondered if these points are to 
be covered in another policy paper which the 
B.C. Ind ian leaders have had under con. 
sideration for three years, : 
• .Trudeau added it is important that Indians 
give their views on the 1969 government 
proposal to ti-ansfer. Indian serv.ces to the 
provinces and encourage self-determination 
for the Indian' people.. He emphasized that 
Indian legal claims should be settled in a fair 
way., but. indicated that the government is 
interested in knowing what wi l l  happen after a 
settlement . . . . .  - 
..,.. Philip~Paul, 'of 'Saanich,-a: mem~r L ;Of : . |he  ' ,.,- 
three.manexecotive committee of th~ Union ' 
Chiefs, said that thepo ints  Trudeau'men. 
tioned would be dealt with inthe union's so- 
called Brown Paper• 
• ,The proceedings for the day were opened 
with a prayer, chant . - f i r s t  in  the Nootka 
language and then in English. The cabinet 
group and the indians sat with bowed heads as 
George Piutesi of Port Aiberni chanted: 
"Lord God of al l  creation, l 
Prov ider  of all our.needs, 
Lord of Lobe, King • of my forests, 
For strength you gave as my al ly 
Lord God of all Creation, 
Provider of all our needs, 
It is thee that I hear. 
When to the east the heavens open, 
Your voice so I harken l
Lord God of all creation, 
Provider of all our needs, 
Stay with us at  this t ime."  
Anyone want 
a taxi to the 
Skeena River? 
T 
• •We' re  beginning to think Skeena Taxi of 
Prince Rupert is well named. We were 
t ravel l ingby bus to Prince Rup.ert on Fr iday 
when, on coming round a sharp oena we met a 
taxi coming toward us. He swerved and with a; 
squeel of brakes, disappeared around the 
curve behind us. The bus stopped and we all 
got Out to see what had happened. There was a. 
cloud o f  dust rising as we approached ;,the 
concrete buffer, perhaps a foot or so high -, a II 
that stood between a car and the river -. some 
20 feet str_aigh.t down. " 
,. But the taxi wasn't in the r iver ,  although a.= 
heavy strip of black t ire mark showed •where 
the tax i  had mounted the concrete curb.to 
within an inch of going over. Then looking up 
the road, as the dustseHled, we saw the taxi •. 
its wheels wobbling and rear.end drooping.' 
(We can't say whether tbabus or the taxi was 
outer its own lane- but it was a close thing for 
the taxi).  
... And apparently it was JIJst a shol't while ago.  
that a Skeena taxi dr iver went:r ight into the . 
r iver ,  his bodywas'found just last week~ 
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. .What'sgoing on here?. Something's brewing- 
in Terracedistr ictwhen you find a vest.pocke) ' 
cabinet meeting goi ,g on in the back booths e f  
the L akelse Hotel coffee bar.~ On Fr iday ,  at 
noon, we  were having ~effee at the  Lakelse' 
when a procession of"hlgh.prf i :ed helP" f rom 
Victoria fi led/into the booths behind us; We 
saw Waldo Skillings, Minister o f  Industrial: .,. 
Development, Trade a,d:Commerce Ronald i 
Worley, Deputy' Minister of T rave l  Ind.ustry,. ' 
Bill Murray, MLA Prince Rupert and o ther / : .  
prov.inclal government officials .~ about eight i •  
Co,t'd o, Page 3' ~. :; ) : '. 'L~'~':;" 
• i lan  MacDonald, Liberal candidate for Skeena riding, 
~David Anderson, leader of the provincial Liberals and 
!Gordon Kerr, President of Terrace Liberal Association 
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municipal 'council - as  he David • Anderson, also x~-u~a,~ . . . . . .  v,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ 
accepted the nomination, emphasized the  need" for co- for the northwest-  and we have. to take advantage of it to assist 
"I really feel ~trongly that I operation between levels of the  people in northern B.C."  
mu~t get involved, at this time government. . 
because the present  "There are.federal proposals "I pledge my full effort to .co- 
. . . .  operate and make this work." 
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Ray WilUston, Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources, and Pamila Ryan of Prince 
Rupert -- cut the ribbon opening the new Nass Bidge. Frank Calder, Chief of the Nishga 
Tribes (and an MLA) may be seen at right. Photo, courtesy of Peter •Jones, CFTK-TV 
Bridge officially opened LOCAL PRODUCTS 
PROMOTED spring run-off and in October - open,to the travelling public at 
!ma "Uge°.~!tt' "~ ;,n ~; .~:vrr a:c;e i oWbhj°e~cua~e ,•~!!-liieUSpia~ n'hle~e M~ ~i M 
deral Detr iment .of .  ~'others W~,,'~m,, r~a  ~-",,,,~,t,-, . . . . . .  
~ ~,:3.tv a*~,m, ~ '~uid'communli~' I ,~I ,~ ~,h ~ 'UU 
the Meziadl~ River. : .  infl,~.nee andexamvle can h~l~i ' : : i '~ 
Many from '/'errace, 
including Mayor Lloyd Jo~, when autumn rains precede the specified times. Limitations w- 
hnstone and Chamber, of - freeze.up. At no point in'its - ill be necessary because roads Two government-sponsored 
Commerce President Bruce entirelength has it been proper- leading to the bridge are riot. British Columbia Brealdas{s 
Carruthers, joined thecrowd of ly bridged: public highways ~ at this time - and one Brtmch to promote B.C. 
over 100persons who witnessed althougb they may well be some grown food products have just 
theopeulngof the Nass Bridge- Glue laminated (glulam) day. been held in the :'northwestern 
east of. Stewart on Saturday. wooden girders, have been used Three differnt mutes .lead part ofthe province. " 
Ray Williston, MiniSter of wideiy by Forest Service en- north.from dighway 16. One of i A' t t e n d i n g • w e r e 
Lands, Forests and lWater gineers for many of their -" them is the Columbia Cellulose - representativesoftheorganiza- 
Resources, withthehelp of little previous crossings and some of Company's logging road which tions in each centre ~vhich prod- 
Pamela Ryanof Prince Rupert," the longer spans have been starts at Terrace and extends' uce, market  and ; use food." 
-- whom .o he picked braced by various combinations 140 miles to the confluence of products'• 
• The functions were held July S spontaneously from the crowd the Meziadin a . . - of steel struts and cables • Even and the N ss. Be- 
cut the ribbon officially opening so transpertation a d handling cause of the logging truck ~nprinceRu~rt(abreakfas.tat 
ri " n " ' tr f '  ' • " me~oosenaa~ naTerrace ta the Nass B dge at nee . . . . .  difficulties,after assembly in V, af ic, pubhe use will probably ~ . . .. ,: . . 
. . .~.  •, .,' i ; ,  : .  "._ ~ .  , anoouver have I mited the pra- be'restricted to'ilfter-~;ork hou- .orunc, n ,a,t=~tne .vo.cationat 
Tne orloge closes me f ina l  . . . .  - -  - ' "  • " • "  " r s - - A '  . . . . . .  ~ '^-"~-  " , ~ c n o o l )  a n ( l J U l y 6 i n K k i m a t  ~a 
.gap.betweeri  the;  Stewaz:t-' ~ ,~gm.ot  g,mam gw~ers ;!;~"? ~' W~=~' :  ' brealdasta~theKltimatHote!)., 
Cassiar Highway which angles ' ' - .:Asecond route startsfarther : The h" t  i " ~ ' ' ' "  • - (' 
0S S |nnusu'lal ueve , across the northwestern part of ' east at Kitwa-m, i,,i,~ th,, • ' - 
rt/sl~ing silt-filled Nass Rivdr:-; 'Considei'edi'but in I the :end the, =:.:~:.<,., : ' i:}/, t:, ,, /. , . ' , . .  Skillings'!outlined t'o the  guests 
• ,and .,; .was:: built...': by . the'--,i most :ecdnomical nd practical : .:The "third approachwhich is me pui~lmse andactivity of the 
Engineering Divimon~',of: the .i: proved:to.bb a composite wood- not yet ,fully,open star is  at government's $200~00~ promoti- 
British ,Co lumbia  ;. ,Forest, steel structure.'i':Four193-foot - Ha~.elton and, follows the Forest' onal campaign to increase in- 
• SerHce.at:a Cost 'ofabout $- '. ' : glulam girders made of Douglas Service access' road up - the  province sales::':of ~ local food 
' ~09000, '/,~he ~.cro~i~ iS~IeSS : : f i r  wer~i spliced .at, the br idge:  KiSpiox River'.. However~a 23. productS; : . :  .i. ' : '  ' 
than.,: a "mile.. north :0fl  :the ": s ite-: into two. 186.f®t beams. : mile{~extemion, is.;requiI'edl to' ' ""The people we are'invltin, tO 
commence oz me. ~ezmum " They.'were r inf0reed with steel:.., closethe' gap betwe~ it and the ,~,~,~ r,~,,,,,,,;;., o ,- ;~,:. ~,-~,~,i.: 
• River and e Nass.~ -..,~... i : bracing to support Ioadsup to.90 logging road between:rerrace , .  held ~ us 'achie,,;e this' 
' ~". ~ / :":~ ,: ~"").. ':/- tons,:. : '. .... ~r ' ~ "( i~ andlthebr idge 
['~, ThelNapshdspresented"apa-~ ,.: :.,.' - "~ ': ,'~:,.~'.;'!. ,i;'i~i: ~,,:.: :. 
'J';" ::'~ii" :'
e ;,:~. Aith, inme.m 
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i WARNINGTo 
ILLEGAL 
! FISH 
PEDDLERS 
Morris Bogart, Fishery Offic- 
er with the Fishery Service 
Branch of the federal 
Department of the 
Environment -- stationed in 
Terrace, is highly-concerned 
about he.illegal peddalling of - 
salmon here. 
~'b. numl~r .o~.~pe~le are 
• tidal wafei:s-P~;'.h~said:': It"i~ 
strictly il, lega! tel bb)' or sell sa- 
lmon taken from the freshwater 
streams, rivers und lakes.. Only 
those licensed coastal 
fishermen may do this. 
These salmon that are being 
taken from the Skeena River 
and sold in the area are spaw- 
ning stock• If left to spawn we 
can expect a return of  two to 
three fish for each one that is - 
allowed to reach its spawning 
ground at Babine Lake, . . .  
People'-who buy these fish 
may not :realize that they are 
actually threatening the liveli- 
hood of coastal fishermen who 
• are absolutely dependent upon 
these fish - and their successful 
,. reproduction- for a livelthood. 
From time to time legitimate 
fish peddlars may appearin the 
district - but if they .are leg- 
itimate they will be able to p- 
reduce apeddlars license issued 
by the Terrace Municipal 
District. If there is any doubt as 
to whether or not a peddlar is - 
• legitimate - stay on the sa£e - 
, side and ask to see his.license• 
If the peddlar is: unable to 
produce a license" please co- 
operate bycontacting either the 
RCMP or'the federal Fisheries 
• Service. 
• Cont'd on Page 3 
... • . 
Suddenly there wasn't. 
time to write a farewell 
tetter from Nass camp. 
With sudden sunshine 
and favorable weather 
conditions, it seemed a 
worthwhile plan to head i 
for Prir/ce Rupert a day 
earlier than had been 
planned. 
This morning we were 
awakened early by the 
pecking of birds 
overhead. Some 
hammering on the ceiling 
finally sent them away, 
but one just came back 
t'or another bite or two of 
the meat off the bone he 
had. Vic threw the bone 
onto the wharf and now 
the bone has already 
been packed onto 
somebody else's boat. 
Some young fellow shot 
one of these young birds 
tiffs morning - perhaps 
because it happened tobe 
alive. When Vic went 
over and asked him if he 
had just shot the bird the 
response was of course 
• "What-me?". Since the 
fellow was the only 
person around I gather he 
wouldn't have tuo much 
to say. So that was the 
end of one young raven's 
life. Such incidents make 
you wonder if there could 
ever be peace in this 
world - this wanting to 
kill for the sake of killing 
seems to be a disease that 
affects too many of the 
inhabitants. 
We would have been en 
route to Masset earlier 
bill son-iri4aw Ed Woods 
is going t~~ai~,er  with 
us, and we are waiting for 
him to arrive over on the 
earliest plane he was able 
to get. This morning we 
had our first experience 
at using the radio 
telephone, so the B.C. 
Canuck made its debut on 
the air. The reception 
wasn't he best tor us and 
caused concern, but as 
we found out later, the 
"squelch" button had 
been turned up instead of 
the "volume". This type 
of experience seems to be 
common to initial uses. 
some recent enqmries 
that had been made by 
the  Conservat ion  
Department. Plans are 
under way to put signs 
along the road to the Nasa 
in strategic spots in the 
area that has been set 
aside for the protection of 
the mountain goat. 
Construction of trails up 
certain mountains i also 
contemplated. How nice 
it will be when any 
shooting is done by 
cameras. It is 
unfortunate that there 
was such a depletion of 
the herds before anything 
was done about 
p ro tect ing  these  
vulnerable animals. 
During a June trip up 
Mount Hoadley, Tracy 
Skead counted 19 goat, 
and only one kid. There 
certainly isn't any 
population explosion as 
far as goats are 
concerned. Tracy also 
located an exBellent spot 
for a cabin where people 
will be able to view these 
animals. This should fit 
in well with the present 
plans that the 
Conservation 
Depar tment  i s  
developing. At the time 
Tracy made the trip he 
noted what he figured 
would be four or five feet 
of snow over on what we 
have called the "Cabin 
Mountain." He and Vic 
constructed a cabin there 
a few years back. 
Usually the snow hs gone 
from there by the middle 
of June. 
The Bud Browns should 
be settled in their new 
home on Straume this 
week. Iris left Nasa 
Camp with Beryl and 
Bar ry  Thursday  
morning, with a full load 
in the pick-up. Bud was 
busy taking down the 
balance of the appliances 
the next evening. 
Marj Skead left with 
Randy and  Kelvin on 
Fr idaymorning on her 
way to Vancouver, where 
.Kelvin has a medical 
appointment. 
termed "strike". He is 
hearing regularly, from 
the wife and daughter 
who are at present in 
Hawaii. Luana has been 
doing lots of swimming 
and her mother has to 
resort o bribery "in order 
to get her out of the 
water. The matching 
mother and daughter 
wardrobes have been 
causing a lot of eyes to 
turn. 
The Schultz and 
McLaren famil ies left 
Friday on vacations. All 
will be hoping such nice 
weather will travel with 
them. 
Art Mitchell and Hugh 
Swanson journeyed up to 
fix the school doors on 
Friday. With no car and 
the phone out of order at 
the Camp for some two 
weeks, I had not been 
able to let them know the 
door had been 
temporarily repaired by 
Lloyd LewellynI I was 
sorry to see Art having 
difficulty in getting 
around, and of course 
have suggested he make 
a visit to a chiropractor 
during his holidays, tNot 
being in the medical 
profession, I won't lose 
my- l icense through 
having done so ! ) 
Before closing, 1 would 
like to mention that all 
the pupils at Nasa River • 
Elementary wrote letters 
+to Mr. Chun,, Hong-Min, 
C.P.O. Box 20, Seoul 100 
Korea, on the last day of 
school. This teacher is 
attempting to find "Pen 
Friends" for some 5000 
pupils. Correspondents 
of every age difference 
are requested, so anyone 
who is wanting 
something to do during 
the holidays could start 
writing. The letter from 
Mr. Chun was published 
in the Prince Rupert 
paper on June 23rd. 
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Terrace Branch of the Royal Canadian Legion enjoys 
I 
re,:enuyremodelled ] House of Shannon 
premises 
Royal Canadian Legion Northwest Zone - 
. Commander, Jack Sharpies of Terrace cut a ribbon 
to officially open the recently completed renovat- 
ions to the Legions's Terrace Branch. Some 200 
members and guests attended the social garnering I ~ ! I  ' ossonsin oosmet ios l  in the Legion which has undergone xtensive weddings and otaer _ . . .  . . . .  _.1 alterations he the exterior and interior of the |O anyone interested 
building. 
Work started several years ago to change the o- special ocoasions 
utside appearance of the old wartime structure : )~  I m%++:5+~ I 
w,,:h ,+ +oo,,on +:,i,+ anc, ] ,rge + :ii + + .+ 
windows. The building was jacked up and put on a , .:~.:..++ 
concrete foundation. A new cement block entrance /:i.;~:~;~ : : +,~:~!+'++ I l i~ 
was added along with new windows, and roofing- E : i i : :  )~+ : ,  :~+ "~ 
and a stucco job. !~: 
More recently interior changes have seen the ~ ~ ) ~  ~i+ z 
installation of carpeting in the lounge, an ~ if:'+! i / : : i~+ i ' ~  
attractive memoi'ial wall, colorful new drapes, . :~!i ' -  ..... 
per imeter bench seating and comfortable 
leatherette covered chairs. White drapes to reflect 
black lighting in the dance area which has been 
• fully opened to the lounge section and afresh paint 
.job throughout have completed the ren0mati0ns. 
During the recent ceremony Ladies Auxiliary 
President, Mrs. W.B. Fairclough presented a 1- 
thousand ollar cheque to Branch President Poul 
Bogelund to help pay for the work on 
improvements. The cheque brought o 17-hundred 
dollars the amount the auxiliary has turned over to 
the branch so far this year. 
I 
I :  
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Jocelyn Bonville 
- A New Hair Style" 
Anna Brooks Demonstrates 
Make.Up Application 
,Distribution of 
Vivian Woodard i 
Oosmetios- a General , t 
Foods Product 
,, : .+ '.: +: +.. :~+ . .
Patty Johnson 
Doing a Hair Cut 
I had not Wanted to Wally "Laverty is P"  "~ 
travel originally on July learning more about 
first because of the traffic. Such thoughts cooking during this so Sporty new engine 
were well justif iedduring runs  coo ler ,  lasts  
the drive down from the Summer l onger ,  packs  more  
camp. Never have we 
passed so many vehicles ale power! Mo e, , .s  i s hp 
of all k inds  and S ty  
description on that road. ~ ~ ~  
Many may have been 
heading for Stewart. But Summer is that lazy, carefree 
the drive from Terrace to time of year that often lulls 
families into forgetting 
Prince Rupert was more important safety precautions. 
enjoyable even though 
there is some dust and Frequently, warm weather 
some rough gravelled hazards disguise themselves as 
fun and games, but actually 
sect ions to be lead to carelessness and 
encountered along the accidental i injury. 
.way. ' , .. At Terrace we lezt The Council On Family Health 
pal, era and books at in 'Canada, a ~ non-profit 
organization sponsored by the 
Gilbertson's residence, drug industry to promote home 
then paid a visit to the safety' and family health, points [ 
LaBelle residence, out some of the masks these PLUG-IN AiTACHMENTS DURABLE OVEFIHEAO ' VALVE ENGINE " 
Fortunately Gene and hazards can wear: 
FrAnces were at home, - The inv i t ing  backyard 
and as it happened we' swimming pool, a delight to 
spent a few hours there, family and friends. 
coming in on a delicious Make a set of safety rules for 
turkey dinner. Diane and use of the pool" and see that 
Bob  Thompson ar r ived  every family member and guest 
observes it, No one should sw im 
back ,froin a Kalum in the pool alone. Children 
fishing trip, ~ (sans fish); shouldusdthepoolonlywhen an 
SO we were also able to adult isin attendance. The pool 
should be adequately fenced enjoy their company . . 
~, . . . .  ;.~ h~tt h~Yi  out  aria sazely locked to keep ouL 
,. , o , : , . . , . ?  -,,,. ,:-+v-~ the venturesome small  chi ldren mtroauclng me moo .uw~m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , team. Powered by revolutionary 15 hp ovmhead valve emn most o gara g " l when not' in IJse. " ' engine. Runs cooler, longer. . ,  more efficient 
morning, thoroug l~ y " ' " performance. Hydrostatio transmission lets you keep 
^-~^ "--'; "e  first da,, of . Sprays that bring relief rom 
~l l  tP l l l l [5  t,  z l  g ' w th your foot. Back-saving hydraulic lift Is standard. J :~ ' f rom ' summer insects: . , your hands on the wheel, change speed and direction 
the ' l iohday ,Always follow ,directions ' Solid sta loig+rlillon fol'depen.dable!fear'round starting. 
I zttachmenL~. 0, t teaching . closely wheh usinginsecticides. Teams u) with over 30{ob-mlnoea i on't 
,the , , ' k ,~rs  of the Do not use sprays Where they let thopo(ty look lo( leo . , ,  under 
: " - ,  ~ : " - " , -~"mbia  might be Inhaled,+ Cover food the hood,' the 1556 is all business.: 
ate  IOr ,~UA~I  " e o ' ' '  :"?~::+• " " " : L |  g-,'. '^-^ had a steady before spfaying;~ Insid r. Terraoe EquipmontSalez d.  ~.,uumua~ s: '. ~ + 'outside ~,hou~ei+I f  spray gets 
' ,.m~h it off job writing outpasses. ' on.- t~: • ':'i~ +: , • ' " + ' " ±"  -'"- 
Mr va i l  Heek  was  hmmealately. '  ~: ' . 
...,~,,,~,od i,.+,/+ have': a . " few. . .  ;":;,e picnic at ~e beach or in 
I '~ ...... - . . . . . . .  t..c woods .... .:.~,.~+.'.... : ' .. rdln.  ,+.,+ wo,.dswlthVJc, rega.., g ,  ' + d + [ [ + +'+ +~ ~ q + + + l m J " 
I . . 
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B.C. Fruit - the best part of summerl . 
CHERRIES. APRICOTS 'PEACHE 'PEAR  'PLUMS . . . .  : 
There's a whole summer full of luscious goodness coming.your way . . ,  with daily arrivals .... "
of juicy, fresh fruit, dire(:t from sunny Okanagan orchards, ' '  :~' "~i- 
And ready now - B.C, Cherries. The biggest and juiciest 
.... at:their scrumptious best throughout July.. 
Enjoy B.C; Cherries often during their all-too-short season: 
on breakfast cereal - in  lunchtimesalads .-:- in your 
• 66 " .¢ . . . . .  ;+o ,-h,~,,.~, ~p~rt .q  - -  and in aheao in2 .  Fresh-rival , ,  .+ 
Home ' • 
preserving 
is easy and.economicdt 
Write for new,' coloudul, 
16 page  book le t  on  home.  
p reserv ing  and .  1 reezmg.  
B .C .  tree. f ru i t s .  . .  • 
'TITI~SDAY. JULY 11_ 1079 
.i 
THF'. HEHM, D. TERRACR~ R.C_ kr : . ~ ' . . . .  " ''~ AGE 3 
Cro~vd crosses 
over  the new 
Nass Bridge• 
after official 
open ing  
Saturday 
TEN SPEED 
BIKE  - 
' with!ifenders and centre.pull brakes 
S79" . . . .  
ALSO A CO/~PLETE L IN  E .OF  
B ICYCLE  ACCESSORIES  AND PARTS , 
! AT  . ,  
6arden & Anderson Ltd. 
i i 
. 4606 Lazel le Ave.  Ph .  635-6576 
"" : "  r I ' 
courtesf 
of 
" m S LYSemB  [ Peter Jones, 
= in the • i 
* P rodutsc  F i sh  ...... a rnmg Loca l  
Cont'd from Page I ' ~ " ' . . . ] ' iCont'd from Page I window banners, price cards, - 
• . '  . . . .  . ~ make, th i s  campaign a su- transit cards, and pressure 
The federal Fisheries'Service imprisonment- or ;both. In ad- 'ccess. ' . . . . . . .  sensitive stickers of the symbol 
will be' making a determined dition any vehieles used to As Well ashearing about-the in varying sizes for application 
effort t~ apprehend persons who transport illegal salmon are 
are buying or selling illegal subject o seizure and possible government's campaign,guests on B.C. product packaging were 
sampled new and different - sho~vn'to guests during a brief 
salmon. • " . confiscation by the courts, recipes developed for the pr- slide presentation: 
The maximum penalty for. Any parsee found:with illegal omotiun and feat~g a variety "We are very pleased with the 
buying or selling or having salmon ina  vehiele . - :  that '  
illegal salmon in possession is a vehl¢lewill definftelybe seized, of B.C. food products. - - co-operation we. are receiving 
. . . .  Mr. Sk i l l ings said the from the food indttstry around 
government hopes the B.C Bre~ .the .prov~ce in promoting. B.C. 
L~d"r"~,  ,.n :"~r ~"OI  almost and BrLmch menns and prague[s,,, said ~r . .  ~khdngs. 
others being developed will be These funchons enable us to 
U-  picked up and  used by talk directly t0these people in 
fine o f  $1,000 or 12 months 
,Co.t 'd:frontPagei ' ' • the, local market areas, to tell restaurants throughout ~the p, 
or nine altogether - eating lunch. ' ~ rovince. *' ~, them whatwe're doing so they 
• .That  same ,night we had ~ Ray Wil i iston, Placemats .featuring the cantle thei~ promotionalefforts 
Min is ter  of 1.Lands, " Forests" and Water  "Home Grown B.C. Quality" in with ours." ' 
Resources speaking at  a Nass River, Br idge symbol and information on B.C. to restaurants, : . 
• meeting in the  Terrace~Hotel. Ear l ie r  in the foods.are being made available Other materials, including 
week  we.had other  Victor ia off icials here to 
• discuss, incorporat ion w i th  Thornhi l l  people ,  ~ 
,D i s t r i c ts ,Water  Rights Branch, Depar tment  
of Lands .and Forests and Water  Resources, -, 
and' .K laus  Ohlemann, p lanner  f rom .the ~ 
Depar tment  of Munic ipal  Affairs,  We suppose . / ' .. 
the later inf lux of government people was a ' i ' ' .... 
stop over .on  the way  to the  Nass Bridge ' , . ' . . . .  
"! don't openingAnderson ~° B.c,.SaturdaY'LiberaIBut'LeaderWhatinWithtownDavidthe i i . . . .  , "1 .don't know how it takes the ' loader's workhorse capabilitlesl '! same. week, shor t ly ,  after Derri l  Warren, . . ~:i.ii. ' . ' ,, • leader of the B,C. Conservatives... a guy can ' t  / " i ' ~i i punishment.'! ~ ,: ": : :goes through rubber l ike ~crazy'!~ ~ B,C ISALAD UAI~I i~ ' ' '  ' " -Th . '  ; . '~h"  n~,,n ~r~.lav mill- .... ln22 mor, ths of:,operationi~:rubber '': . he lp  gett ing the sneaking suspiscion, an . ,  r -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O ----" " . . . . . . . . .  n . . . .  2 . . . .  " . . . . . .  ' ~Un~rint~ndent ,for North Central , is about the o ly  thing the9 0hem:i 
' ' AgrentealAdoalls~forfreshAB~ H~z-flii~i~'¢rlepyealadgreena-and i ~i Know how 
election is in  the off ing. It II be nice if the . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. ~,~,~o~1-L[c~;, p ri~ce G e=0rg e, ~•s a~;S vg ~:ait, .h r(~.~:l~, f  rhea:i ~°gu~id 7L500 ~ i i ;- 
' ' .:.:!~i~! : . ab0ut ' , ths  Oaterpi or 920 Whee l  . . .Y~_  .~ . ._  . .~"!~~:~~-~,:.~::: after the election is over. ' . , . . i ~ . .' ,., 'Nortn- uentral ~, nas;anotnerl'uat:':: 
' .~ wheel ~:lbader;!!a'i 26Q fwhp .... ii. that::',i 
~ dp.to 150trucks:a! 
. . . . .  i~. " L i ~i:: Loader ~ 
• . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  l U l  ~ The "pufllshmeni Is a grinding o f f - loads  . . . . .  'r~:en~ (~:~ 
• WoOd'fliers Strikei,!:Y=  i i::;i i:irloht now you oan enjoy an abundant supply of our own .... :]i / i ; : i L  ii : : 16;.hour day, five days a weeK ano feeds ~ the wnole ~rOn(= end~ of; the~ ,i m l  ¢ II • /  garden-fresh B.d~ produce Head Jeituoe remain, endive ~: ; iii:;i~'! i~ ii! ' I~ .L  i ! JL - , -  | . . , . . . , .  r : :~i Sorne[imes; isaturdays, ii ! n: e :  i!ght oPeratior, i i:iitiite ~i spare ti~e,:i]Fie n ring settlement? : i  an~ other oholoe leafy greens .~,. hothou,e tomatoes , :  :~ i~ ! i '  IIIT:!!I Tar J i~  ' i l r -  150 fo0t x~90 !oat concrete quao-980:mbgeSoh psand barkahd bull; i 
: ' - : ;  ,.green onions ',. radishes... ©uoumbere. Ready to ' :' 'i~ /,~:"~:'.:!::~., II~_ . , , . [ L '~rm' .~,  , rangle. In this>~area rthe speedy 80 dozes'~the :s0~in~i"ama : .~:~i ~:''~'.' ,:~:,' 
,'.: combine Inyour favorite salads thr(;ugh0ut hewarm ":~ .;i: .i ";:~:~. ' II'~ .~  i :mwmmm~F,w . i fwhp,:920 :feeds.peelers from the; ;~Oat~i;~)illar:"!wh-eel/Ic)aide'~~iha~e i/ 
. i': . ,The Terrace local o f  the IWA has  Voted to  , :. ' *i weather months aheed, oUr greet fnrrnln'g areas :0fthe' :i: ; , .,':,ii;'i,..:.!/: ": i! i~ :  : , . .  ' . . . .  "cut-off i:!SaW.'intoi::;16r:!condltlonlng . pi:oved themseves~*t0;the >ni:az:i/ 
i i accept , the f ina lset l lement  to renewthe  in- .... :: .Freest Valiey and Okanege~yleld:,e0me',:of the:flneat '~..~; . :H I  : .  " ohests..Later it transfers::th~.m:to ii:. ~)~veil 
:~ .dustry's' . master  Contract belween -Fores t ,  ~ .... .: igerden produ~'e:in ~ North Amerio~a.~.end the.peak groW- .:i ~:,I: "L ~ i'i~!!~'. ': ;: ' ':. L" 1!11 ~ ~1~ . /~] ~''twO I~thes: and..finally, it: loads the .' therrlsetves (0; y~d :F;;om ~ .. ~. 
: . Indust r ia l ,Re la t ions  amd the Internatioi ia l  : " , - "  i:..., 'ilnDaea~0,."le noWi~underWay, Tai~'.advantage 0f.:thi)i-:i.i" ~ ':~i+!::  :!;~, ' : L i I |  ~ i .~..; disO~rd()d~¢0res, onto.: trucks. ~:. 80fwhp g20thr0ugt small:!~ 
r Woodworkers of.America.. The Terrace loca l  '.•': ,..~. froa~,i:n0:urlsh!no g 0;Inese of the'de :fllne foods today: .'./'::: i!.::!i~ii~i!~i i:: ::i:ili: ;+:i :iii.,Ue'.e w .... ~ ~:: ~ ~.r '~'~ r: The~ ~ S ~0 : m aintai~,~ ~ihle routine i: :~ 550"::!ifiNhp.~ .~2~:ii carl,! 'i~i 
~. ' !  'counted 10Ofor the agreement and ~3 against. ~. ..~, : Foravarletybf delightful salad Idt~se;~iw'ritoi "~':.i. ' i'/:"i:i ~i'i;,:iL..;i ..... .... , ~ .~,  .i, . : ' . . . :  .... ?. ~.:: ~ n.an:,unend ~.  stream and.: sa~,sll/" wi!  do more worK for ~i • . .  Acceptance by the 28,000 coast woodworkers  
' 1:' in  lace/union bal lot ing could s ta r t them back .  .= i .,.~tB~0#~.;I~ ii:i "::'i ,, " ' ~ :: i~ i i}i.. 'i ,-.,..~,~,~';;,' "".., . :  ',}.:.:~.. i,.: I1 -  L ' ~ '"  I ~ ~ ~ "* . '~  m~;.  ~ . Doug.=:,;Barclay i!to 'emphasize.ilthe ~! your E!n,!ng*i~ale~:ih :-i,! 
!:i ilinl nmnnlr;L • 
Nii IUIIlOIIlllSIIt.  i ~' '~'~ * ~b~ u'  1' ~"~'D" : 'E i " " '  hundred of about 1,000,:~: ". B,C ,  FOODINFoRMATIO . . . . . . . . . . .  , , ,  ,,,., 
' ' . . . . .  ' . . . .  i ~  ~ ~ h1'~ i i~ 'q i  'il RBI nm :W ~ia~" NE • : the woods since the midd ieo ;  A ; r i k  I t - lana i  *:,' i • i,.-~k!e~---':~e GO~/ERNMENTOF, BRilliiH~COLUMiZi~ : ~ 
" '.'i;' known whether or. n~t they :will honour';ithe. :~ - '. ....... :""'~ " " ,, 
ear TOQ$ alr 1lie mOmenlr.~: ~ ,~ ~ r r: 
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. ~ .  .,,;.,~'~.:~'~,:'~ ~ .,.~.~-.... 
"i.., " ~ " - ~ .  . . . . . .  .~ . :  ~ .~ 
Scene at 
• ,,,. 
, : : - ~.-~. 
Lakelse Lake picnic grounds 
Photo by Mark Hamilton 
I Why do you send your children to school? Because you have to, because you want them to be trained for a job, because you want them to learn how to think, because you want them to be happy? 
If it's for the second r!~ason you have a reasonable hope of.,success. But 
:~+~..,,~,., .... .. : :~.~.:,: . ,r~:~,.according,~the~'eeei~t issue 0f.Briti~5 .Columbia School:Trustee -. r 
: schools aren't capable of doing much else. :' 
The distinguished scholar Dr. David Russell concludes, after a 
searching review of available literature, that there is no evidence that 
people can be taught o think. 
And, states, the magazine: "In 1961 the Educational Policies Comm- 
ission published 'The Central Purpose of American Education.' The 
central purpose was stated to be the 'development of rational powers -- 
the ability to think."' 
And, apparently, the motive behind this policy was largely one of fear - 
that the Russians had developed better thinking in their schools -- since 
they launched the first space program-- Sputnik -- ahead of America. 
The development of rational powers -- the ability to think -- as a 
central goal of education appears to provide aclear focus. 
"However, it also suffers from a number ofdeficiences. First, it 
assumes that man is rational and implies that emotion and action are not 
important. Those of you who have attended staff meetings at universities 
(or witnessed the Canadian Parliament in action) where rationality is 
" most highly prized have likely observed irrational behaviour. And does a 
rational study of emotionally charged areas -- say drugs and sex -- result 
in rational behaviour?" 
• "And the most serious objection to the widely accepted central purpose 
is the apparent assumption that after leaving school, the individual's 
activities are dominated by  rational enquiry and thinking. Our own 
experience should make it obvious that this is not the case. Thus if 
schools are intended to prepare students to live in the world, they will be 
badly served by. a one dimensional schooling." 
Dr. John F. Ellis, Professor, Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser 
University, goes on to some interesting conclusions inthis article. 
Heaven only knows what the new statement ofpurpose for the schools 
will be. But let me suggest to you what two of the ingredients are likely to 
be. 
First, schooling must acknowledge and dignify the totality of the hum- 
an being as a thinking, feeling, acting creature - rather than merely 
. emphasizing the disembodied intellect. Once the totality of, the student is 
acknowledted, the uniqueness of individuals will become increasingly to  obvious. One consequence could well be  the sanctioning and 
encouragement of alternative forms of schooling - a process that a 
number of school boards are already examining. 
Secondly, the schools must acknowledge the fact that superior avenues 
to learning exist in the community and through the media. The current 
events class is pretty pale stuff when compared to Walter Cronkite. The 
blackboard rawings of the solar system runs a distant second to the 
Vancouver Planetarium. Perhaps the schools are presently expending 
energy on topics and learning activities that can "be more effectively 
handled elsewhere. Perhaps chools hould be encouraged - or even for- 
" ced - to give up those activities that•can be better handled elsewhere. One 
: :•  function of amanagement consultant is to tell management what things it 
f r'':~:'~ " shou ld  not be doing. 
" : '~":: ~r~" " May I conclude by suggesting to you that the new central purpose of s- 
i , .  <,,~ . cheol ing cou ldwe l l  be the deve lopment  of the ab i l i ty ' to learn  how to  lear-  
' ' - :  n. This would seem to recogn ize  our dawning awareness  thal~ there  is n- 
• : Z : :  othing so Certain as  change itself. 
• i * : :  : ': ' The most necessary change schools omehow, some day must achieve - 
[, ,:['i::::::~::~,: i i '(. ';(::" ' , "~" . t - , ' L 'We feel - -  i s  this: .:/!,iiii:~;i~i::(!', !:(:; ~:~ :. ::  They must learn how not tO "turnkids off!'. .~:~:~.~%!.:~!~.~ :i-..~-~ •  .-And this can be achieved onlyby talking:withchildren about subj~ts of 
i i; ~i'~!*i:~i':!(!:i ~ uiil:ual interestin'order to find What the yotingster is~enthdsihstic about'.: 
...... Then the child Should been~:o~iraged;' sU_p~r~d, .stt~ilated ,-tofoll0W 
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There's nothing more  
unnerving for an old pllot than 
to be flying with somebody else. 
Especially somebody who he 
thinks could not come in fourth 
' , ' ,~ 
"~ :!( 
ect..,.You~may~, .~e;ame m 
!~:~',:iiiiii:ii~"-~S' :::::: i:i ..... m0rization of some material --enough'~'scL'~iPe ! 
i i!i~'!i!i~:i:~i~ bUt leat~n it -- understand :it - never.:: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ::...'/..,:., ,.:,.:: . ~  .. . .......... .,. _ , : ~:.. : .( .2 ,  '::; - .". ' . ;-:: ,  -,., 2 , : : . ,  . ": . . . . . . .  ':" 
in a three-legged race, 
And that's exact ly  the 
situation I found myself in last 
Saturday morning. I was just 
gagging over my first fag and 
cuppa when the phone rang and 
a cherry voice, sounding as 
though it had been up with the 
cows, informed me that it was' 
going to flY over' and see me. 
For a minute or two I thought 
I was going to have to go out In 
the backyard and wave a sheet, 
as my mother used to do when 
her sons were flying in the 
vicinity of our home town. 
i Strangely enough, that worked, 
and my kid brother would do a 
I i loop and a couple of slow rolls to 
:~ prove that he'd seen dear old 
Morn out there waving her 
However, it turned• out that 
~"7~ my caller was serious. He owes 
i~  me some money and wanted to 
find out how much, before his 
mortgage ran out and I jacked 
!!~ up the mterest rate. He hadn t
::~ had a statement for two years. 
[~  Well, l pulled myself together • 
~ i  and agreed to pick him up at the 
local airport. I knew perfectly 
• well what he was trying to do. 
He was trying to impress me. 
After, all, any guy ~ho has .,a 
pilot s licence and can go 
flipping around the country is 
going to convince somebody of 
something. 
Looking about as sly. as Peter 
phf i s "  ......... ' . . . . .  ' ...... I ; In some cases ...... :" 
:" ~'., ~ '? '~  ..~ ":', . i,.. 
• TUESDAY/, JULY 11, 1972 
...... . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  , ..... washis first junili.. . :  ,., • 
, So we decided to watch We u 
;lm~nn.b.lm since he w~ a bit Oef ' . 
~/~t~..boy. ~ trl~to re.ass~ 
h!m by asking wmcb leg ne 
thought he  wou ld  break, 
• whether he wanted cremation 
or a regular church service, 
what kind uf flowers he liked, 
and such. " 
He took it very  well, face 
torte, he asked, 'How'about a g~me of euchre. 
little r ide?" I knew I wasn't The only thing thatreminded growing whiter, sweat 
going to get any money out of me of thegood old day~ was streaming. " - '  : i ~ • 
him, so I thought I m'ight as well when, after we'd jogged about 
burn.upsomeofhi~petrol .  ' for half an hour," he said, 
We got into this flivver.: I ,,Wherethehell'stimtairport?" 
looked around for a parachute. That was always one o~ my 
None. I looked .around for troubles: finding the airport. I 
safety belts to strap myself in said blithely, "Oh,' I  think it's 
like a mouse in harness, as we over there somewhere." And 
did in the old days. Nothing but sure enough it was. 
a seat belt.  
We lumbered off the ground. 
It was like .riding in a ten-ton 
truck after driving a JagOar. 
The scenery was fantastic: 
lakes and swamps and islands. 
I even picked out our high 
school, which looked like' a 
devastated area. My. wife 
wasn't out in the yard waving a 
sheet, so I. missed, our house.. 
But we himbered. Narya  
loop. No slow rolls or steep" 
turns when your guts go down 
intoyour crotch. Sedately, 1 
think, :is the word that would 
best express our flying. Rather 
like an old lady running a 
washing machine. 
Don't'think I didn't enjoy it. 
There's nothing quite so 
exciting as hurtling along at 130 
miles an hour and 3,000 feet. 
It's almost as thrilling as a 
Aft~" a great deal of muddling 
around, which seems inevitable. 
when people play with boats or 
aircraft i they took off, three o I 
them, .  " 
We watched the perfect blu~e :~ 
sky as the aircraR climbed to 
height. "Then  out came a: 
Pastor's Pen 
Don Lewis  
Knox United Church 
How far can we run 
away from God? That's 
an interesting question, 
and we can answer it in 
several ways, depending 
upon our definition of the 
word "progress". 
Many people think we 
have come a long way, 
strictly on our own 
and it shook them up. 
They soon began to 
huddle together and to 
reach out to others, an 
unheard of thing in New 
York. They did not want 
to be alone with their 
fears. This is always the 
plight of men who try to 
set themselves up as 
their own gods. When the 
- We landed, after a fashion, brilliantly-colored chute. It 
and I was pleased to see that" even opene d. 
modern pilots at least know 
enough to land into the wind. In  And it de'scendod into a thick 
my daY, we used to lma! bush, about three miles away. 
downwind, andgot  quite Two more chutes blossomed, 
exasperated when the .control. drifted down, and both landed 
officer kept shooting off red r ight  in the middle o f  the '  . 
flares to tell us to go around airf ield•- • , 
again. Well, I took :ourguest home : When the first one went into 
~the hush, I betray wife $50 to a 
for lunch and we figured out filter cigarette that it was John 
some kind of f inancial C.ardwell, our young friend. It 
arrangement that would baffle was..  A rescue force went out 
a Philadelphia lawyer. 
Took him back to the airport 
and saw him off. As far as I 
know, he made it, though a bit 
wobbly. 
Then we spotted some young 
fellows preparing to do some 
sky-diving. One of them, an old 
student of mine, rushed up, said 
hello, and volunteered that this 
and after half an hour found him 
danglingfrom a maple tree. By 
some strange alchemy. I knew 
it was John. I'd tried to teaci~ 
him English. 
lie wasn't hurt, and ~t was a 
fine Saturday, and I think I'll 
take up flying again, and maybe 
even sky.jumping. 
How to discipline child 
The following is part of a question and answer 
column on the subject of mental health. It is 
prepared by the staff of the Skeena Mental Health 
Centre and will be published regularly in this 
newspaper. Readers are invited to address their 
questions to: Skeena Mental Health Centre, No. 4 
4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
. .What is the best  way to d isc ip l ine a chi ld? Does  it 
al l  boi l  down to the fact  that phys ica l  pun ishment  is 
the only way?  
No. Physical punishment, verbal assaults, bri- 
bes, etc. may be effective in the short but not the 
powers.Take a look at our world, and you'll see how lights go out, there isn't long run. Physical punishment will force the child 
n has chan ed the anything they can do, to ,'keep the lid on" his bad behavior out of fear but 
ma . . . . .  g . . . . . . . . . .  * ~'o" what they are look out when he finds the safe time and place to 
ace  oi zt mrougn me ~/,,~,;t,~ o%~" .... 1 " and -" w off the lid • ars We are even aoing, stana SUl, mo • ye . • : - ,---^ - , - ,  I-,,1,, will come Absolutely essential to effective discipline is an - 
beginning to change our ,op~ .,.-,~ ,,,~ e • . - . . • 
• earances  Every  peop le  a f fec tmnate  parent  - chi ld relattonsmp. 
own app ,, . . . . .  t s then se v:e ha e tea~ ed' ~xptrien~s some sort ~0f ~, ,.Cone~ntr~te'Onbuildifig'~ ~first~and::~ lwa , ,~ :~,:i:~ 
bec~. . . . , .  ,..,, ~ .  ~. :,, r~. ,~,~ ~.~.~..~A,~,, t ,~,~n,4hi~i~i~e~: .:'~disci61iiie":'Li~'exl~t~s'~ii~L~b~i~'~disapp °lht~es nt, 'by : ' 
• " "~ UV nouris~4 *--*,* . . . . . . . . .  - o . . . . . . .  ,-.-. ...... -, , ,  - : . . . . .  " ' " ~ . ,  ': . . . . .  so "much a~ .......... ..... du  and th~'outine I discussmg pamful consequence~ of behavmr [or hme,at an~t he effects of - foule p " 
certain foods on the of life is interrupted. We you and for the child and by appealing to your 
humanbody. We are also realize that our man- child's pride and guilt. 
daring to probe outer made tools can be turned 
s'°e d ve Let ters  to  of changing the face of we have put so much- the planets in time. Yes, stock in can fail, ' 
we have come a long Many, many people s- 
way. till have this lesson to le- t h  e ed i to r  We're living on a do-it- am. They keep looking 
yourself age when people for substitutes for God 
make what they want. It because they haven't lost 
all started after World their desire to belong to 
War 11 when returning something grea~ter than Getting it "'together" 
men had to build their themselves. We must all ,. 
own homes. Now there is give ourselves over to - 'Regional Board or Water. 
hardly anythingwe won't something and man's Dear Sir: Rights Branch is not one 
tackle. If we need a new tragedy is that he gives ~ a resident of Thomhili, l qualified person to make a statement about what is good or 
garage, we go out  and himself over to the also would like to express my 
buy the parts in a kit, uncaring machine. This view and comment on a letter bad for us. Only a qualified Coo- 
complete with step-by-s- leaves us in the position you published as to splitting our nomist could give us the proper . Community. answers. It is well known that 
tep instructions. In short of not having to  care For 12 years I have been our Regional. District with its 
we  are  self-contained, s- about anyone : o r  living in Thornhill and watched persuading methods has been - 
elf-reliant, self-confident, anything, but it also silently the struggle for local working for pressure groups in 
Our  citles a re  probably leaves us.without anyone Government. One of your the area. • readers wrote in his letter that I t  has not appeared to those 
gentlemen that problems 
the most impressive to care about us. No he had never heard of an creaked around the school area 
example of our skills, matter  how we try, we Incorporating Committee in 
While they have their can't really run away fr- Thornhill. I like to ask where he is a burden we all have to share 
faults they are still am God. It's time we has been as a Community and for the.  sake of the 
exciting places and the stopped running away resident. I assume that he Community lets keep "' it 
contemporary  sky- and began to run with. belongs to the .Freeloaders "together. For at least ten years  
which from time to time to do pressure groups and real estate 
• . . *forms kept our. Community 
sc raners  a re  works of art - the|r tinng m our area~and then a:.,./,~a , ,  ro~d their own evil 
mat- take ,-our breath A. important ammuncement- leave us with all the problems "~',~'~',:~'~,~,~-I to thenubile of 
~* J '  . . . .  for grade !2 graduates of.  they helped to create.* ',,-*~-'"-'~'~)'~ck thos~ ~0un~ away as you s tana  ann  Caledonia Scalar Seconaary . . . .  o ld  , re ,  m, , ,  . ~ ~ o look up at them, Sch ,o l . .  . . . .( . II. Thornhdl residents w u . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  have .~hown a little Community- ~;P Je t :n~ t~a~itmt s ~at~r  
The trouble with man ' ' .' "' , ,," interest they wou ld 'have  '~ 
made thinffs is they  don ' t  Tl,e application for/ns for '~- attended var ious  publl,e - Prre°av~ncea" oLem~m~ tf?mouto 
• ' -  ~" " ° "e  anada, Student Loans andB.C, meetings already held whicn' • . . 
no lu  up unaer  some ot m 'Govefnment  Bursaries have were well advertised . children and us oldt|mers at the 
demands  we make on still not arrived in school. You For the first time, I see now a !°~terst C°Scto,r/:~ibl~l~02aYotmhhi~ 
them.  On November  9, will therefore-haveto write for young executiveltrying to v~ork ~. ,  . . . . . .  t,~-,,~or and with the 
1965 the city of New York, your own. formsto. !_ . ._ . .ent  i n  the interest of the .~"e . . . .  ,..-.,.v m'tteewhich 
the largest'in the world, ~rr°V~nc :a~ ~,,v=,.,,.. . community, those young .~v~mgb~omr~ ~ynciicates 
gentlemen have shown a lot of ~ . y .v . 
came to a dead stop when c/o The Registrar," e anu treeloanera 
the lights went out,right .. Department of' Education,. courag ' and  indeed, used • ' ' " common s~nse. Only pressure A-~ "~i-'timer : " " ' 
in the' middle of the'5:30 ~' Parliament.Buildlngs, " . . . . . .  d m~ ,.,,- groups and freeloaders woul Gabrielblclele 
, Vtctona, B C evenmg rush hour. A D- " " ,..  encourage splitting our b D ~ , ~ m  " 
l ower  plant in  Ontar io  f . ~. Communlty "I quote" on tlie r,.,.*. , ,  , . .~, ...... . . 
went °ut ~and ablack°ut'  " ..... ' he l d  covered "mOSt :  of  the :  "m""mm"""""m"the " " - - - - ' -  
nor th -east  Amer ican  ~_. ": ," .:'i':.~", :'~1. v ra  : , 
[ coast. • -.-", - * • . . . . .  
While we can still light _~ , . .  , . . : ,  PUBLISHED BY :: 
cand les  dur ing ~ STE R L I  NG PU BL ICAT IONS LTD. .  ' - a power . : . . . . . . . . . . . .  
failure, it'is not , |  ' ., " . . . . . . . .  : 
ina big ~Jity. Pe.op!e- .,| ' '  r' t *' Pobllslmd.e'Vel'y Toesday and 111urlzl~y el ~21~•:~ium :.i.: ~ :.i~. 
(Pl,t trapped~ In£elevators, : :~.":' . s t rut , '  Terrace, :B.C,: AL mambo r of Var|ad.C!t~.u!s~_~_~: ''  :..:;:. :::. 
,• g r (  . i ~ ,  .... . Authoriztd as second Class mail, aqi l ls t rat lon number*~ao~,  .: ..... 
• , , t ra f f i c  l ights 
stopped i functi, 
.traffic' 
ecause 
have 
,Postage paid in calh, return poataga,gusrdnt~h":: '!':;';:*, ":,'"* 
MIAURICE . . . . . . . .  
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' " '  ' ) <.. Mark :  Ham/ /#on , : . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ' 
~ 0¢ e:  ..~ ' ~ ~; '' ' ~'" ' " ' " ''~" ' ' ' "': . . . . .  L " "  needs  c o a c h  B 
O G¢ ; ; ,~ f~" . - '~"~'m~,~. in .  )h~, t- held this Sunday at Smithers '~ -E  " ~ L'" E "' " ": • - m 
. " earn. ' : . . .  . and  the dec is ion  on  a Ter race  " : : -  : ' A I , U  l m  - . ':. ~-". - : , .~ ' 
,, : , . .  entry will have to be before that . . . .  If management  personal can , .,. 
• .. ~ . be found the Skeena Hotel will so'there is no time to waste. . : ' 
• : , ~  ~ ~ .. ", :: sponsor the team. Ol'ganizers of the league are. 
' :" :;~.~-~ "" - There will be a meeting held also asking all hockey players . . . . . .  ) ~ '"~ , : ,  , 
) ~....',.-.; ' at the Skeena Hotel Club Room " to turn out at the meeting this .~ P la in  and  Mexican Tooled 
) ~ ~  ---~_-_-_~-_-~-~-_-_~-_ • this Thursday starting at eight ThursdaY. 
n ~.'.'.'.'~.','.'*~.'-'.'-'.'*'.'-'.'.*'~- X.:.~........~....°..;~::.......:.....;.:...;*:*......:...;...:°:.:...;...:.~*:.:*:*`..°:.:...:.:..~`:.~.:.H "°; = | ~.,:,:,:#.,,,,.,.%,,,,,,.,-,',,,-.',***,',,**'.*.**-o*.*---*.*~'~;,.,..,,.,.," , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . , . , , . . * * ,  * * , **  . . . . . .  . , .  10UTD001L s C .mpin  the t t local LakelsePharma.y&Tm • Firstfor Interior -4717 LAKELSE AVE. 3207 KALUM ST, . ' ,  ilii " 635.7963 635-7274 
a t rac  s s :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .................. z ........... . 
• ' " " " " " • The first ever All-Arabian Horse Show to be 
L held in Central B.C. takes place August 5 and 6 in by L55 Wntmeugh ,BY CLAUDETTE SANDE(K I ,  
Williams Lake and several Terrace families are 
In which Claudette defends the tourists from Wa- The coffee pot was bubbling merrily on the roaring fire 
tmough's Verbal onslaught. 
It's a sorry newspaper 
when a• "reporter- 
columnist", permits&is 
personal animosity to 
override h is  journalistic 
judgement to the extent 
that he would refer to the" 
infinitesimal number of 
out-of-towners who can 
surplus fish as ."tourists 
and other itinerant trash- 
"I feel • Mr. Watmough 
.may have done Terrace 
'untold damage by his 
flippant choice of words. 
For. who can tell how 
many .tourists read Mr. 
Watmough's Column 
while they waited for 
their supper to cook? I'm 
sure Seeing himself 
referred to as !'itinerant - 
trash" not only spoiled 
the tourist's appetite for 
his supper but for 
Terrace as well, 
in print and seeing 
h imse l f  dubbed 
"itinerant trash" must 
make him eager to enrich 
our town with his 
vacation dollar. 
And enrich our town 
the tourist's money do~. 
Various surveys report 
the average tourist 
spends from $33 a night to 
$62 a day. That should be 
enough to make  a 
columnist search for a 
more definitive, less dis- 
paraging term than 
• "tourists and other 
itinerant trash." 
Each year the 
Chamber of Commerce 
and many other 
businesses and service 
clubs invest countless- 
time and money  luring 
the tourist to. our 
community. Yet these 
outside the tent while the: three hunters watched it with sleep 
nodding heads. But hark, is that not the distant babble of wavies 
as they rise and fall, seeking out the soft places in•the headwinds 
as they home in to the spit of sand where the hunters blinds are?." 
Yes, definitely wavies, so the hunters scoop up their guns and 
run down the spit toward the blind, But the distance istoo great, 
the wavies are too close and there is not cover enoeghto hide a 
peg legged sand crab, so the hunters stand in the wind and watch 
the band of little white geese veer out over the choppy Water to 
search for a sand trap with less hazards. 
The three on the beach turn and start back to.the neglected 
coffee, when one of them shouts, "Hey Scully, the tent is burning 
down." 
But  of course its Scull]r: you were expecting maybe Tricky 
Dicky or Bobby S.tanfield? 
Fire claims tent 
Their elapsed time laacK to the tent is one llalf that of their out- 
ward bound trip, but the largest remaining piece of the tent will 
scarcely make the top of a French bathing suit. They drag 
their burning bedrolls out'and splash them with luckless coffee, 
old dish water and all other old scraps of water that can be 
found. In a short time the fire in the bed clothes is oul, but they 
look like s full course meal with water as the main dish, 
After surveying the damage, =they pile up.the ragged 
remnants of the tent and erect a pup tent'wi~ a 6xfO tarp they. 
find in the outfit. They sleep that night in wet blankets and keep 
warm the same as sardines-packed tight. 
That is a story sad enough to wreck any hunting trip, but that 
is just ~e neck of the crock, the crowning lory. 
L. In the beginning -. 
five ill-chosen ,words may 
In the beginning they started out with a 26' inboard cruiser Local people, many of 'have cancelled out all 
with two spare outboards. Not knowing the lake too well, ~ey whom know Mr. Wat- their efforts. 
ran straight into shallow water - and the weed beds. Within mough ,~rsonall,, can  
minutes the weeds had wrapped around the prop in a lmot that ~,,,~,'-,, ~- ' , ,  ~,-~,.~,'-'^~-, Mr Watmo"'h Said he 
• " ' . . . . . . . . .  "~ i ' as  l~ , , , |AUW~, j  - l '& t l~ l / ' l~r¢ .~; l r~ l~ l  , i~t~l~, -  i~  l ° - - .%~'P13) l r}* ;  .,.*.~ ' ,~  t 'C3%)s  scout n l a S aS~U ke~l~ 'l~i~. 4~ t ,~ ,e~ ". ~ . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , l , as the weeds ~)~,.~erv.~ ~d as smS~.m, ,as ~ose~fo~ y . ,  :,,shoui,, , >g.x)~e •. ,~to ,,,• Mrs._ ,~ake;2eoP_.L_ej!~iL,,~.  ,. 
theugSt the fiel~ of g~een'pofld l~ies'woma soon ena, so they Wagmougn s ~: v iews  on nas. 1[ s . Inau0 .my umm 
picked the  straight line presumed tobe the shortest distance. S- tourism. They realize th- he would, have been well 
horter it may hve been for a seagull, but for pushing; pullin, 
p~ddling and poling a beat it proved to be long, hot and salt 
sweat hours longer. In blind exhaustion they poled out into the 
main channel of the delta nd clean, sweet and weed-fTea water. 
And by the time the 'weeds were freed' the prop :for lthe final, 
uncounted time theboat had drifted with current to rest on the 
deep waters of the lake, else Scully and crew would have 
doubtless drove head strong into another weed bed. 
Having prime maps of the area, they made their way without 
further difficulty to Moose Point,: the sand spit where they 
.alarmed a hunt. Maps do have a blind spot in that their spear no 
mnguage, so instead of seeking the:shilter of Moose Bay to  
anchor up, the trio dropped anchor in the main lake, then went a 
shore to erect he .'fire-proof' tent. 
Blow, blow thou winter Winds 
• fn ti~e spruce grove where thetent was thewind was unnoti- 
cable but the lake that first night was a fury of wind and waves. 
The blow was so hard that the level of the lake to the windward, 
15o miles away, rose six feet in a tide like action. How could the 
little boat stand a blow such as that? In such a wind al!things 
must flex and bend or they will certainly be broken. 
The anchor chain was no different than Other things in nature 
and when it fouled and became inflexible, itparted.. 
The gale drove the little boat to shore, past beuldersbigger 
than itself, and morning found it lying on its side on the sand, 
highanddry. Such was the'sight that greeted Scully at dawn, 
but there were geese to shoot so the beat remained where it lay. 
• But the storm had driven most of the geese inland; 
Then the tent burned own, or up, howaver tents go; 
And it'froze that night; 
Because Sculiy *had not drained the motor ontheboat, itsplit 
like a clam•on a rock; . " . . . . . . .  
' The outboards were full 0~ sand and water and ice ; '  
• So was the pup tent and.the sleeping robes; 
What else? . - 
They ran out of tobacco. 
Altogether another Scully sort of trip. .;*. , ! ..,. 
It's a Datei:i: 
at as a trapper and a pole advised to have reined in 
yard worker Mr. his •personal grudge. 
Watmough 's  da i ly  against tourists in 
contact wit5 t0urists is general and to have  
negligible.. The tourist, zeroed  in on his 
however{must • take those infinitesimal target with 
five words as they•stand a more precise epithet. 
Camping: The Pioneer Way 
Before beginning an toy broom from the dime 
extended summer  stor. Theshorter handle 
vacation, it 'sa good idea demands less storage 
to test out any new space. 
equipment by camping A Texas tourist has 
close to home for a trial, rigged a permanent 
run. Conducting your Connection for• his sewer 
trial campout •close to hose thus eliminating 
home will •point up any that neck-twisting job of 
deficiencies in your gear attaching the hose to the 
at a minimum of expense holding tank f ixture 
and hardship. . •every time he plans to 
, dump hi§ camper. 
• Two Terrace families There's ten inches of free 
did just that over the July~ space between the outer 
" f i r s t  weekend.:. One wall of-the camper and 
couple, out to check their 
first camper, discovered 
they ,had made the 
commonest 'of errors -- 
ov.erstocked on many 
items, while overlooking 
several essentials. The 
Second family., th6ugh 
delighted : with the 
spaciousness of their new 
tent which affords plenty 
the  - frame of his 
Chevrolet Fleetside truck 
in the fender area. Once - 
the hose is fastned to the 
holding tank fixture, the 
free length of the hose is 
pushed forward into this 
empty space and secured 
by an inch wide rubber 
strap. 
of elbow room for those "CANOE CL IN IC  
, '  ." inevitable rainy' days, 
a f e discovered they had fal Registration is now being held at the Dtstrict of Terr CoOlie" , . . . .  _ . ' • !~ ~" 
• for the canoe clinic Monday.July" 17th.' ' " ' E " L" ' " ' ' : l~  m ~ring a D,rpom% ~:- 
Abeginnerflatwaterclinic'willbehbeldon:blondayafternoenl, ver~' mi er win  ! lno a 
at Lakelse Lake (olies Place) and a more advanceÙclinic in broonl 'handy• to sweep 
the evening, ed cOSt ~ii00 ersan: :1~iI" out:the grit and dirt th~[t 
. ,Registratinn" is,limit . - ,"  .$. per p ' k ' ' ' : ~r "r ' 'k . . . . . .  '' l;i . . . . . . . .  ickl 
For more information please phone.~he Parl~s andRecr~ation "1 d acc0mu! .{;e.s so. qu.  Y 
• Dept at 635-6311 '~: " ~' : . . . . .  ,' ,on me:tent .oor . .e re  
Di ' ]A I t  OLD i ' EANUT l tL"r ' r i '~ i ;  
.Doyou feel guilty wlmn you ~ial): 
together peanut buttt.,r 
sandwiches and milk .for your 
kids' lunch? Do you feel.as. 
though you should spend more  
time. to f i x  them something, 
' • you can follow thelead of 
. . . .  trailerities --buY a ,c~Id's 
When in>$twert  • •!::.i :i':;i-i!;i 
~ &  l l lm~-  
' ' 1  I " . 
more 'nourishing? Well, cast 
your gu i l t s  away," says 
Cons'umers' Associati0w.o~, 
Can,da. Fiveduitees'df p~nut: 
butter will provide a'~t0 year-old 
witli ~e~ recommended dally: 
~dloW~ahde of protein; : GAC 
,Perm 
headquarters~ :are at . l uu . , ,n  
* Glou~ester '•Street; :L 0 ~ ~ W a ,  L ~ 'n u~ 
, . . "  . ' , . . . . . , !~: ,  Ontario. ' l - .. ~) - - , .".'.!;: .~ L .~:~iv~:  ' 
• ,),. - , . .  ,. , ' . :, ./~;.~'i:"~?,.',:i ~ :,:"/:7,: .":;,: '~,, • 
taking advantage of it. 
The Shows are usually held in the Lower 
Mainland area. 
The show is open to all pure and part •bred 
Arabians with Anglo-Arabians also featured. 
There will be many classes" of competition 
including several novelty events complete with 
trophy and cash awards. One such novelty event 
will have riders riding bareback with a dollar bill i!~i 
under their leg. The last rider with a dollar still • 
in place gets all those that have fallen. 
Entry secretary for the show is Mrm Darlene i~: 
Rogers at Box 2971 in Williams Lake or you can 
phone 392-6763. iiiil 
Mrs. Rogei's will arrange for accommadatiom i::.-..'i 
at the Stampeder Motel in Williams Lake and !iil 
there will be a dinner-smorgasbord at the iiii 
Chilcotin Inn. Both buildings are in the 
immediate area of the Horse Show which will be ....: 
held at the Stampede Grounds. ~i 
A ferrier and a veterinarian will be on hand at 
the grounds to take care of horsemen's needs. :i~i 
For further information in Terrace phone Jean ~! 
Maximchuk at 635-7173 during the day or at 635- 
5931 during the evenings. ~i 
::: :: :: ::: : :: ::: ::::: :::: :: :::: : ::: : :: :!: ::::::.-: : i:!:i:! ~:!: " ::::: " :::::: : :::: ~ ::::::: :: :: :: :::::: : .'::: :::::::::: :::::::: "!:: i:i: .:~:: :::::-'::.. 
Terrace Tigers 
tug-o  -warr lers  
. " .~ . ) ; .~ ,  ~. , . : ,  : ; .  . . . . , ,  ~ ,.. " : ,O  "o  ,•,  , ; , ,  ~;~,; : - , :  
"< heavy  favor i tes  .... 
Entries are still being ac- 
cepted for the North American 
Tug of War Championships to 
be held at the 1972 Pacific Nati- 
onal Exhibition as part of the 
giant Festival of Forestry show. 
The tug of war, inaugurated 
last year, has blossomed into a 
two-category competition - the 
Open Championships and the 
Junior Championships. 
Depending on the final 
number of entries received,' the 
eliminations and finals for the 
tug•of war will run a yet- 
undecided nunlber of days du- 
ring the 1972 Fair, which goes 
Aug. 19 through Sept. 4. 
The, open is fro; eight-man 
teams of unlimited weight. 
The jumor class will be 
limited to a 1,700 pound 
aggregate weight for the eight 
men. 
Defend ing  champions  
Terrace Tigers are expected 
back. 
The VanCouver Fire 
Department has issued a strong 
challenge to the Tigers, 
entering a team in both 
categories. 
An invitation will also be 
forwarded to a team of B.C. 
Lions football players. Teams 
from both Canada 'and ~ the 
U.S. will fight it out for the 
Centennial Trophy. 
An instant tradition of the tug 
of war championships i  the 
dunking in the birling pool of 
beth captains in the final by 
their respective team 
members. 
The teams will use the 
regulation two-inch manila 
rope, and compete on the 
sawdust surface in the forestry 
ares of the PNE. The rope is 
supplied by the Vancouver Fire 
Department. 
Tug of war titles, apparently, 
are won by a combination of 
size, strength 'and technique 
with the anchorman, usually, a 
300-plus-pounder, often the 
difference between success and 
failure. 
Enquiries from' communities 
and organizations interested in
entering teams hould be dire- 
cted to Harold .Locke, Pacific 
National Exhibition, Vancouver 
6; B.C. 
• When , 
zil , 
you '," 
don't 
know 
who to 
turn to,... 
TURN TO US 
WITN 00NFIDENOK 
Fast  take  out  Exot ic  mea ls  
Cancdlan & Chinese, Foods 
Open Men.  th ru  Sat .  10 am.  to  1 am.  
! Sunday  11 am to  10 pm 
RESTA b, RA#T 
L; . . . . . .  "- , . ,- , 635-~1. 11 
J~ 
SHERIFF 'S  SALE  oF  LAND "~.. 
. IN TH# SUPREME COURT 
OF  BR IT ISH COLUM.B1A 
MaoKays 
In the Matter of the "Executi0n Act" R.S.B.C. 1960, Chapter 
135, and the •"LAND REGISTRY ACT" R.S.B.C. 1960, 
Chapter 208, and Amending Acts, 
And in the Matter.of a Judgment recovered in the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia, by ALAN SOUTAR and ROYCE 
CaNDlE, Carrying on business under the firm name and~ 
style of SOUTAR CaNDlE ASSOCIATES, as Plaintiffs ( Je~ 
dqment Creditors) against the "ELIZABETH ARMS" Hotel 
Lid, as Defendants, (Judgment Debtor) 
By Virtue of an Order issued out of the above Court by HIS 
HONOUR JUDGE R. W. KENNEDY, a Local Judge ofthe 
SuPreme Court, dated the'21st day of April, 1972, I will sell by 
public auction at Room 308.309, Court House, PRIMCE 
RUPERT, B.C., on Wednesday the 191h day of July, 1972, at 
the hour of 2:00 p.m., all the right, title, estate and interest of 
The "ELIZABETH ARMS" Hotel Ltd in the saidtands and 
premises: Being more particularly known and described as, 
Lot 1, Block 1012, Plan 6129, all lying Within the Municipality 
of Kitimat, Province of British Columbia. 
Charges, Liens and interests 
RW 35747D 12.2.70 at 9.13 a.m. Th~ Corporation of the D- 
istrict of Kitimat. 
CML 1953 18.6.71 at 1.40p.m." Alan Soutar and Royce Cendie 
(ALL) c.a.b, under firm name Soutar 
Candle Associates. 
LP 41109D 5.10.71 at 8.$4 a.m. Alan Soutar and Royce Cendie 
(ALL) c.a.b, under firm name:Seutar 
Candle Associates. 
For further information contact Sheriff's Office, Court 
House, Prince Rupert, British Columbia. 
'Terms of the Sale : Cash or certified guarantee of Financing 
• i n to the bid amount. 
I :unami  m I The highest bid shall purchase, sublect in all events, to the 
_ - . . . . .  " -  ' I I discretion of the Sheriff, as to the propriety or sufficiency of 
• n Phone 6352444 n i Dated at Prince Rupert,this 271h day of June, 1972. " ]  :, , 
I I Terrace, B.C. | | j Noodham, : • . '  ' ; I  'ing Kit,mot I i i..' 
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Victoria officials discuss plans 
"It doesn't seem likely you'll 
get incorporation of Thornhill 
as one, over-all unit at this time 
-- it's likely that you will have to 
start small," A.O. Ferguson, 
Inspector of Improvement 
Districts, Water Rights Branch, 
Department of Lands and 
Forests, told Thornhill people 
Wednesday night. 
He appeared at Thornhill 
Elementary School along with 
Klaus Ohlemann, a regional 
planner for the Department of 
Municipal Affairs, Victor ia. .  
Some 12 maps of Thornhill, 
prepared by Ohlemann, in 
cooperation with the regional 
district and data from Thornhill 
people, were on display in the 
school. 
Ferguson told residents that 
the Waters Branch must 
approve any rates for water for 
services added later). When 
water service is installed - the 
rates take in payment of debts 
and administration and 
operation of the system. 
"And the people must be told 
what these rates will be before 
they vote on them," hc said. 
Ferguson indicated that an 
economic feasibil ity study 
would be made by an 
engineering firm - engaged by 
the regional district'before the 
water rate could be determined. 
And he added that in the case 
of a private water system being 
installed in any given area - the 
people to be served by it must 
approve it before the Public 
ALASKA 
PROPOSED 
DEVELOPMENT OF  
NORTHWEST 
TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEM 
Utilities Commission will allow 
it to function. 
Ohlemann pointed out that his 
concern is with the "land use" 
aspect of the area - such things 
as locations for residential, 
industrial, commercial ,  and 
public land uses such as 
schools, parks, playgrounds and 
institutions. 
His maps took in the entire 
Thornhdl area as it now stands 
and showed a concept for 
development based on the "best 
use of land for Thornhill as a 
social-economic unit." 
The proposed land use map 
showed much general' 
residential area along the 
highway - as it. now stands. 
General commercial use was 
located mainly in the central 
area - not far from where the 
highway leaves the bridge. 
Heavy industrial was shown 
near the river. Other categories 
shown were: highway 
commercial - one small central 
area: light industrial, public 
and quasi-public, intensive 
recreational, small holdings, 
waterway protection area and 
flood plains. 
A. land ownership map 
showed that large pri~ate 
ownership accounts for most of 
Thornhill and that large timber 
company holdings were very 
small. There was a 
considerable amount of crown 
land ownership indicated and 
considerable small private 
. . . . .  . LEGEND 
EXISTINIG HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS UNDER 
J CONSTRUCTION 
HIGHWAY PROPOSALS 
EXISTING RAILWAYS 
RAILWAY PROPOSALS 
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ownership. Other" small  
ownership fell under Dept of 
Highways, CNR, Pacif ic 
Northern Gas, School Board, 
leased areas - very small; and 
agreement to purchase - very 
small 
Other maps showed soil 
types, water percolation - or 
drainage, topography and other 
geographical details. 
John Pousette, administrator 
of the Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District said the regional 
district is not concerned with 
the form of incorporation - "that 
is up to the people of Thornhill." 
"But the regional district is 
directly responsible for land use 
planning - and this involves ub- 
division control," he said.. " In  
these matters we are seriously 
involved." 
School boards, the 
Department of Highways and 
the Department of Health also 
have areas of responsibility - he 
indicated. 
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He also pointed out that 
Cleve sits on the regional 
district board - not just as a 
director epresenting Thornhill 
exclusively but as the 
representative of Electoral  
Area C - which takesin a large 
unorganized area of about 4,000 
square miles and includes uch 
places as: Cedarvale, Klemtu, 
Butedale, Haretley Bay, 
Kemano, Usk, Kalum Lake - as 
well as Thornhill. 
How a IVater  Improvement  "" r":otst c t  .... ts." fo rmed ,I 
! ,.uv,K 
A.Cr,C . yEn ' I  
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'.,~, NORTHWEST 
!~ TERRITORIES 
How is a Water 
Improvement District 
Formed? 
First of all, ~ere are 
two  b ig  
misunderstandings that 
easily arise about Water 
-Improvement Districts. 
The first concerns the 
use  of the word 
"incorporation" and the 
second concerns the 
matter of establishing the 
boundaries that contain 
any given water 
improvement district.. 
And the key to the 
whole thing appears to 
rest with the economic 
feasibility ~r  
establishing any area 
boundary. 
As for "incorporation" 
- government officials 
have given every 
assurance that no 
enforced incorporation 
under the municipal act 
will take place. 
And the regional 
district has no role to 
play -- no decisions to 
make  about  
incorporation -. the form 
of incorporation is 
decided upon by the 
people in an open vote. 
A distinction must be 
made between inc- 
orporation as a water 
improvement district and 
incorporation under the 
Municipal Act. 
Incoz'poration under the 
Municipal Act occurs only when 
people want to be in a village, 
municipal district or a town -- 
with a mayor and elected 
council. 
And, of course, Thornhiil is 
not at all interested in this 
costly venture -- at this stage of 
growth. ' " 
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Incorporation as a Water 
Improvement district is for 
specific-services uch as a 
water works, drainage, flood 
control, dyking and irrigatlon: 
However, with regional district 
approval, it can also obtain 
services for sewage disposal, 
fire protection, street lighting, 
animal control and other s- 
ervices approved of by the 
people. 
When people want water 
services they can form a Water 
Improvement District - which 
is really a framework for 
providing services pecified by 
the people after they have been 
established as economically 
feasible. 
A petition is first sent around 
by an organizing or 
incorporating committee -- 
elected by the land owners. 
Individual land owners sign the 
petition, either for or against 
the proposal - and at least 80 
per cent approval should be 
obtained before it is considered 
a valid request. 
But al~parently, the petition. 
itself is not binding until the 
Water Rights Branch is certain 
that it is economically feasible. 
The petition is a preliminary - 
• that merely establishes that an 
interest exists for the 
establishing of a Water 
Improvement District. 
Then the Water Rights Bran- 
ch will review the area under 
consideration to see if it is 
economically feasible to 
incorporate as a unit. After the 
• water branch is satisfied that 
any given area or areas are 
economically feasible - then 
they may be incorporated 
singly or as one unit - 
wh ichever  is the most 
economical, ", 
An engineering feasibil ity 
study by an independent firm is 
not always necessary - ~rite 
Water Rights Branch may 
make its own decision from 
information it has obtained. , 
in I~em - nave notbeen founa 
economically feasible,. 
After = tthe economically 
feasible area is established it 
.maytl ien be incorporated. 
The people may then elect a 
- board' of trustees for the area, 
or areas, to be incorporated. 
: This may be either threa or five 
;. ,. men, 
• " Befm;e this is done a returning 
In the case of Thornhill; if ; "; .... 0fficer'/is appointed by the 
they request that an ind- -organizing committee -- 
ependent feasibility Study~ be " .-someone who is not running for 
done by the regional district - .  , election. And the returning of- 
through ~the serv ices  of- a .ricer. calls and supervises the 
private firm - pri0r•to incorpe-- ~. election'. 
ration - Thomhill will pay. as a ~/•,. The'. trustees usually meet 
benefitting area.. : '. " ~ '~weckly during the planning and 
The policy of the water Right '. construction stage...and after 
Branch is to incorporate as 
small an area as possible at the 
start to serve the principal area 
or areas which appear to be the 
most economical units. _ 
However, this.  does• not 
prevent the areas from 
extending their boundaries to 
include a larger area as tile 
need arises. In other words it 
provides flexibil ity ~ind 
prevents a situation arising 
where an area having been 
established as  one big district 
finds itself unable to provide 
water to any given area within 
its boundaries -- through a 
miscalculation ofcosts or other 
problems. 
It has happened that one large 
area ha ~. been incorporated and 
then an economic feas=bility 
study has shown that a much 
smaller area can be serviced to 
remain-within the guidelines of 
$12 a month. Long water lines 
between 'areas that have no one 
that, every two weeks. The 
r. :~ trustees create regulatory by- 
laws and see that they are 
~:ui~held. and are elected to a. 
.. three-year term of.office. 
However, in the first election, 
ihe ma~n with the highest vote 
_ gets a three year term, the 
• second -- a two year term and 
the third, a one year term. 
i. " . Thereafter its a three year 
term for each member with one 
being elected every year - th i s  
p rov ides . ,  continuity of 
experience. They may meet as 
often as they like. 
Mter water is provided any 
additional services must go to a 
petition or a referendum before 
they are provided. 
And the vital point is that the 
Water Improvement District 
emmet go ahead with any additi- 
on al service unti l i t  is approved 
• by the people as economically 
feasible. 
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Six Federal GOvernment Tr- 
ansportation Prcposals For ~B- 
ritisli Columbia and the Yukon 
j • 
OTTAWA - The Federal  . 
Government, in consultation 
with other levels .i of' 
government,'inclufing tbe  Pro- .: 
vince of Britisll Columbia, and 
the transportation' industries- 
"t concerned, i s . .  act ively.  
l cofisidering, upgrading ".arid 
.I expanding the highway and 
railway Iransportation systems - 
in British Columbia and the 
Yukun over the next ten year 
period. ., 
Transport Minister' Don 
Jamiesun antiounced today six 
major propose;Is ' being 
considered to nmprove the 
economies of the Western 
Provinces,~ speed up Western 
grain shipments, upgrdde res. 
ource development in the 
forestry and mineral regions of 
the Yukon and British" 
Columbia, and to take 
' advantage of the planned ,. 
expansion ef ~r t  facilities, at  " 
Prince Rupert for increasing e- .  
" ' xport trade with the Pacific rim 
• countries. The principal 
' :  Governmenk proposals  
outllned ~ by. Transport iVlinlster., 
: Don Jamieson are:.  
Brit ish Columbia-Yukonl 
i ! i ;  l~ailways 
Extensive Federal studies of 
: '  ' the"de~,elopment needs and 
potentla, l of the nbrthern~British 
Columbia-Yukon region-have. • 
: . . . .  Identified a key need for..ne~. 
- ~ ~..:railwavtransn~rtationllhks for 
nning from' the Prince George 
region through Dease Lake and 
with eventual access to the 
Yukon. The second is a 
connecting link between that 
line and  the Canadian 
National's existing east-west 
route into Prince Rupert. 
Railway Branch Lines- Prince 
Rupert-Kitimat Area 
Construction of three new 
railway branch lines to serve 
the forest areas at' Ootsa Lake,. 
Babine Lake and the NaBs River 
would.substantially benefit the 
~ ~, !  ~. /C: : ~ ~ 
Stewai:i--idas'~ia'r '.Higlaway 
lmprovenlunt ol li'lis route, a 
nd the provisintl of twl 
additional subsidiary roadl 
linked with it would result in 
inotor vdlicle r,.md betweex 
southern British Coltunbia am 
the YukOn and Alaska whicl 
• would be inuch shorter am 
more ,economic than" thq 
existing route •via" the/ Alask: 
Highway. " 
Skag~ ay-Carcro#s •Highway 
.l'orcst product industry and the Cons[l'ti~Hon: of tills roac 
economy of the regions. :' (..'_.~o.u]d p~ogfite;wlutehorse, Y.T 
. . . . .  : ~ ~"aqd~'the:'Southw'estern corner.o 
• [ l'hc Aiaslca 'Higli~py ~: [heNu:Yul~oh withroad a~cesd 
"L :  " 
' Upgt:adi'ng of t le  Highway, 
from Fort St. John .to' Fort 
Nelsoni a distance of 215 miles, 
woul.d markedly improve this 
route for personal travel and 
l'acilita{e th6 handling of the 
increased volumes of traffic 
antig~ipated in this area in the r 
years ahead. 
• , .  , -  
Ex tens ion  of the Liard Highway. 
to Fort Simpson, N.W,T, 
• . Extension of this highway 
from ~ the Britisli Columbia- 
Northwest Territories boundary 
to Fort Simpson, N.W.T. would 
provide direct access to motor 
• vehicle traffic from the Alaska 
Highway at Fort Nelson to the-~ 
.Mackenzie Highway, 'which i s  
being built ' by !the :Federal. 
' GovernmenL lt:w0uld l ink the ,  ' 
tO th'e sea~viaSk~gway, Aiask 
and would greatly benefit th 
economy, of this area of the 
Yukon. 
With increasing volumes c 
freight destined to move thr6z 
gh west coast ports, and with 
major developments foreseen i 
tile mineral and. forest sector 
of British Columbia and the 
Yukon, many elements of th 
nor thwest  t ranspor ta t lo  
network are considered to b 
inadequate .for the needs of th 
1970's and 80's. The effi¢iene 
'of the trhnspertation syster 
economically and seeiall  
affects the whole of western (
anada, including the Yukon. 
.,' The "Federa l  Governmen: 
must assume'a substantial roh 
• and  ra t l  
the ne~ 
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aye,  of,:hu~tl~g.: !,. ~ ,sheret~ded hbm~ 
ck bear '  ln i the  i .was~:something:t 
the':!';partlallY:: ' ,'~ i ihp, + -:':. '~,~.'.: :: 
trea.":: ) ': ,',: :. : , 
' bearl was  ~st 
ed -last Tuesday 
Mr.  and"  Mrs. 
:.,,','I was .n~t~ev~n.  
to go  see  what  i t  
she  sa id .  " I  ~ust  v~ 
the house,,  phoned 
RCMP: and,:~ told" 
there wa's'somelh 
the trap."  
• .Swa ine  was ,  a t  
~'-~;.-:~;,+.~-.:/ &i',~Sarleh.'of.3330 K.alum ' i namat ter  Of m 
[ " . " 4 ~ :'':'': ~'~''"' ~ r "~:'~ '.. :~ 7~ ":=L t '.:Streethad ih~lr garbage and confirmed tba 
• . ~'/+'~!i~!:/-:~!~!~/:'• ;' ;(i:/gone over thoroughly by, : had the bear; 
. . !i" .::i~.i::+- !" ':..:/: :'": i~.i:!i :". file an imal .  Tuesday  Tom Murphy  
• - .  .-. ..... /~!~; : - . ( ' : , . : , . : . :n ightat rap was set but " K i t imat,  "the di 
" "( , - .  ;. i:h~(/';:! i :~":.-, ~i'~:-" .?:-'|t had "t~ .go  back:  to r s'uper'v|s0r o f  
' : '  : " :: ~:~':'i:" ~: '+ '+! ~ ' : ;K t t imatear ly  the .  next ' SP  CA iirHved a 
' " ..'. . i :'. ~. .:. -.".+, ' " " :,: .... .day .  Hours  after  ~t Was  " " noon  and  decide~ 
'.~ i . .]~:;ii'~.'~ ' i " .-:--. removed the.bear made bear would be s, 
. , , ' ,~ lk  i~ • . i:: ~/i: i I ~:( befogging to the local 
~/~, . .~ , ,~~ , l " • ;-~.-~;: ~ F,sh: .and Wildl i fe 
• i) l .¢tl, ...... ' . . . . . .  Branch.  The,pr0blem 
: ~  dif..t,~t- was  that  the loca l  
., branch officer was out 
[ i ' : ' - -~ j~/ , ,  ' ' ,~ ,~. .~  : "" of :tOwn and nobody 
" . seenied to know quite 
What was going on. " 
• '.: . The  t rap was set 
~- - - -  . . . . .  again Thursday• night 
• " '~-"  ~:~--.~..;~i..,.4~,~:~,. ~ . ~  " .after the bear  had 
. . . .  -W~: ' '+ +'~'~ ' -~ '~ . ' ~ feas ted  severa l  more  
• . : - t imes  . ' 
. -  . " " . .~ .~,~"  "~-- , . ,  : : ~. Thet rap  is  a s imp le  
. .  . .  ._. i : . . , . .  ,. "i'. ' a f fa i r .  a cu lver t  w i th  
" .- "~ One end .we lded  Shut  and  
• . + " " . : :  --_: ~ !::,~-:r:; . . . . .  ' ~- . . . . . .  a t rap  door  on  the  o ther  
• ' ' ;  : "  " " - ' ~ :  : ' "~- ' - , - " " -~ " ..... ' - '  ' end .  A re lease  cab le  fo r  ..... .. i > • . + 
. . . . . .  ' ' " " . : :..,.;i'i ": ~\- . . . . . .  .'the door  was  hooked up  
. . . . .  " : . . : .  / - . ,  . :  . . . .  :_ -..i :.-.- to  a meaty  bone  and  
• t ~., ,~ / - - : "  ,.. ,,.-, -.. , . . .  . . . . . . . . .  sdr i ch  , spread  some 
- , ch icken  bones  and  o ther  
-Photo .,, ' '+ :"" ~(:( i: " refuse around the mouth 
- .. - ..+., . . . .  . . . . . .  of the trap. 
• . •Friday morning Mrs. 
..:,~... . ........ L. . . " - ' - . . . . . . .  .-' " -  ' Sariehdrove~ her sister 
! :. " ' . - :"~ ... " - -- to the a i rport  andwhen 
.... . - " .  
:, ,~  '+,j" ,.., 
ratherthan flown 
Stanle~Park Zoo. 
loaded the  trap, 
and all, onto Mur 
pick-up truck and 
off. 
• .The'ride was'a r 
- novel experience f~ 
bear and he show~ 
d isapprova l  wbe 
was released at a g 
pit near Onion L~ 
With iMurpby hold 
= loaded gun for, 
ef fects  if the 
proved reluctant o 
for the. bush Sv 
. opened the  trap 
. - . _  
.. The. bear, a yea 
about'the size of a 
grown-  :Germ 
Shepherd, poked o 
euat iousnose and 
headed for the woods. 
He cl imbed the bank • of 
the gravel pit like a 
natural born mountain 
cl imber, then paused at 
the  top . fo r  a last look. 
• .After a few moments 
he turned and lumbered 
off into the bush, free 
again. 
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The black bear is the 
commonest  bear  in this 
province but its name is 
. somewhat  mis lead ing  
since it is not necessari ly 
black. While the black 
phase is most common, 
• colour may range  
through c innamon,  
bluish, to white. The 
white  var ie t ies ,  which 
may cdntain a reddish 
tinge, are most com- 
monly found near the c- 
oas t  and are  ca l led 
Eermode i  bears .  
• Eermode i  are protected. 
B lack  bears  may be 
d i s t ingu ished  f rom 
grizzlies by  their smaller 
size, the less-prominent 
shoulder hump, and the 
lighter muzf le.  Their 
c laws are  a lso less 
prominent than  those of 
the grizzly Adult blacks 
weigh between 125 and 
:600 pounds. 
Common sense  about  
Bears 
/ ,  . . .  
Bears  a re  normal ly  
afraid of  man. But in 
• recent, years  they:ihave 
become + used  to :man's ' -  
garbage dumps and can  
come,  very  c lose to 
camps and settlements. 
If approached too close or 
cut-off from cubs or food 
supp ly  they  can be 
• dangerous. 
In this area thty follow 
s t reams dur ing the  
s a i lm on  run ,  
accompanied uring the 
spr ing by their young. It 
, • is wise to give such areas 
/:/+a wide berth~ Travelling 
alone in [he wilderness it.  
is wise to attach a cup or 
something that will rattle 
( against your pack - as 
the sound will let the bear 
know you are,coming - - 
andhe' l l  normal ly get out 
-of your way. Bears, 
par t i cu la r ly  gr izz l ies 
hate loud metall ic sounds • 
such as that of an ax 
• - beaten against a frying p- 
an -- this will usually send 
them running.: Do not 
leave food open near your 
• : camp. Never  approach a
,bear.  C l i ihba  + tree if a 
bear  follows you. . + 
- . : . ,  - : .  
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.,:..~'..;" 
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3212 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.O.  Box 399 
Phone 635-6357 
National Advertising 
Arrnstrong--Dagg 
Representatives Ltd. 
Western Regiona! Newspapers 
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Published two days a week, 
Subscription rates Single copy 
15 cents. Monthly by carrier 
$1.2o. 
Yearly by mail in Canada $15, 
Yearly by mail outside Canada; 
$25• 
'Authorized as second class mail, 
by the Post Office Dept., Ottawa 
,and for payment of p es~ in 
cash. 
1 - Coming Events 
Progressive Conservative Pot 
Luck Supper and meeting. 
Saturday, July 15 - Anglican 
Church Hall 7:30 p.m. (C-80) 
8 - Card of Thanks 
I wish to thank my friends and 
relatives who sent me flowers 
and cards, and also a special 
thanks to the nurses, Dr. Boyd, 
and Dr. Battie while I was a 
patient in Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
Florence Augustine (STF) 
13 - Personal 
FREE CATALOGUE: Bargins 
in B, .ks Centennial Book 
Exchange ~95 Esquimalt Road, 
Vicloria. B.C. (CTF-Tues.) 
T I lE  MATCIIMAKER. BOX 
3:|21; 
('OUitTENAY B.C. WRITE • 
1113E (P-88) 
How many more follies like 
Amchitka nd Mumroa? (P-M) 
14 - Business Personal 
I 
I ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS'  
. Box564 
I Phone 6.'15-2630 (CTF). 
NORTH-WEST 
CONTRACTING 
Grader Service, Road 
construction• For estimates 
phone 635-7649 (C-82 
I 
Backhoe work, waler ands 
sewer lines, septic tanks, I 
drains, back filling, etc. l 
Call 635-6612 I 
(P-75.77.79,81) i 
I I 
Lawns constructed and 
maintained. Also general 
landscaping and concrete work. 
Phone 635-3715 (P-76, 78) 
THE WINEMAKERS' SHOP 
2914 S. Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-5323 
Put on a batch of concentrate 
to be working for you when you 
are on holidays. (CTF; 
I 
Television, Audio and 
Electronic Servicing• Also 
T.V.'s for rent. Phone 635-3715 
anytime C.: ;~:) 
PAVC0 CONSTRUCTION 
LTD. 
Asphalt: Driveways i 
Walkways 
Carports 
Serving Kitimat 
Terrace 
Phone Kitimat 632-3323 
Day Night 
FREE ESTIMATES (CTF) 
14 . Bus iness  Persona l ,  
VISIT THE BARGAIN 
CENTRE AT SEARS AUCTION 
EVERY SUNDAY I P.M. TO 6 
P.M. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU 
DID. 2 MILES HWY. 16 EAST 
(P-80) 
L.W. CLAY 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4646 Lakelsa Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tel: 635-6142 
Res: 635-5181 (C 
19 - He lp  Wanted .  
Ma le  & Female  
SALES TRAIN ING 
3 positions with growing 
company offer: 
Professional status 
Career training program 
No seniority for advancement 
Exceptional pension plan 
Potential yearly earnings $9,000 
to $15,000 
Car essential, positive and' 
sports minded. Receptive to 
new ideas. Have drive for sales 
and public relations. For 
appointment calP collect 
Vahcouver 688-9231 (C-79) 
15 MINUTE 
MUFFLER SERVICE  
Auto Supply Stores 
4419 Legion 
Phone 635-6555 
20.  Help Wanted 
• Female  
BARGAIN SALE  
Every Sunday 1 p.m. - 6 p.m. at 
Sears Auction. 
Take a booth, display your 
handicrafts or what have 
you. Sell, swap, or auction. 
635-7824 (P-60) 
2S -S i tuat ions  Wtd., 
• Female  
Competent  babys i t te rs  
available to you evenings. 
Likes children. Phone 635-6343 
(P-80) 
BERNINA SEWING 
MACHINES 
SALES & SERVICE 
ELKEN MERCANTILE  
..o 
4623 Lakelse Ave., PH: 63,5- 
2111 
(,CTF) 
INVISIBLE REWEAVING 
Makes holes, cuts, tears and 
burns disappear from s~ts, 
clothing, and fabrics. Save 
your damaged garments by 
having them invisibly 
rewoven. Free estimates, 
prompt service. Reasonable 
prices. 
Pioneer campsite 
30 miles east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. (STF) 
ALLAN J. McCOLL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
46.09 Lakelse.:. 
Phone 635-6131 
Res. 635-2662 
TERRACE, B.C. (CTF) 
CONCRETE WORK 
Foundations 
Floors 
Steps 
Sidewalks 
Also install septic tanks. 
Free estimates. All work 
guaranteed. Phone 635-3143 
( P-61 ) 
~' TAILOR SHOP 
LAZELLE AVENUE 
'672 
the finest workmanship in 
e-to-measure suits, slacks, 
sports coats. 
) ALL CLOTHING 
!ERATIONS: SEE GUS 
IETWEEN GORDON AND 
)ERSON & THE BUS 
28 - Furn i ture  for  Sa le .  
New at Fred's Furniture 
Centre 
Kitimat & Terrace. 
Thinking of buying a Colo~ 
T.V. and not sure if you would 
like the color:: 
Why take a chance. Now 
you can rent a Philco Color 
T.V. from Fred's on our new 
Rental Purchase Plan. 
You lose no money 
You can rent from us, Color 
T.V., Black & White T.V. or 
cornp le te  Househo ld  
Furniture. 
All rent payed applies tc 
purchase. 
Give us a call today iv 
Terrace 635-3630. 
• FRED'S; FURNITURE 
CENTRE 
4434 Lakelse Ave. (CTF) 
Combination radio TV and 
Stereo, in very good condition. 
Walnut cabinet as new. 
Fleetwood, size Approx. •
4'6"x17"and 28" high. Asking 
$300. Phone 635-2652 or call at 
3433 Sparks St. (P-79) 
gre you paying too lch for 
furniture. Ifsotry our .~rniture 
renting plan. We rent complete 
household furniture including 
T.V. with the option to buy. 
Fred's Furniture 
Phone 635-3630 
4434 Lakelse (CTF) 
I vacuum cleaner, fridge, 2 
single hods, 2 wardrobes, 1 
chesterfield chair, 1" sewing 
machine. 4552 Greig St. Phone 
635-2443 (P-79) " 
29 - Mus ica l  Instruments 
Lot clearing and levelling. 
Basement d igg ing.  Rots- 
tilling, post hole digigng~ 
Phone 635-6782 (CTF-3) 
16 - Lost 
LOST 
One brown ladies snap wallet 
conlaining very important 
papers. Wallel was left i ,  
Telephone booth on Shopping 
Plaza (corner of Emerson & 
Lakelse). Finder please drop 
wallet in mail. (CTF) 
Lost one Shetland Sheep Dog 
or Miniature Collie 
somewhere in Bench area. 
AnSwers to HAM1SH. Good 
reward offered. 4117 Benner 
St., 636-2518 (P-79) 
18 - Help Wanted-  Male  
Furniture and applmn~e. 
salesmen required to 
Accordian Imperial, 
lightweight 120 bass, 3 couplers. 
Hardly ever Used. Condition of 
accordion and case as new, 
music hooks included. $300 
Phone 635-2652 it ~ call at 3433 
Sparks St. (P-79) 
32 - Bicyles,  Motorcyles 
One BSA 500 Goldstar. Unused. 
Phone 635-5325 after 6 p.m. (P- 
791 
BSA 650 Semi-chopped $850. 
Phone 635-5466 or view at 3614 
Eby St. (P-79) 
33-  For  Sa le -  M isc .  
1965 Ford Galaxie 500 2 dr. H.T. 
352, P.S.P.B. automatic, radio 
& tape .deck also I Simpson- 
Sears Crmaire 1~0 tent trailer.. 
Beth units in. good condition. 
Phone 635-7451 (P-81) 
2 Indian wool sweaterS, 
household articles, comics, 
toys, games and puzzles, Phone. 
• commence duties immediately 685-2652 or call at 3433 Sparks 
inKiUmat, ContactE.Lieschat St, (P-79) 
635-7121 or Mr. A. Schwartz 632- 
7t81 (CTF) ~by carriage for sale. Jolly 
"19 - Help Wanted .  • ~5-ms3Jumper"(P;79)1964 Comet, • Phone 
Male & Female  ,Portable TV and stand, small 
ONE EXPERIENCED MALE palLntedtable withdrawer, crlb 
and  mattress,,  stahding :tri- 
()R,FEMALE HAIRDRESSER 18'rap,' tab le  lamp; dresser. 
Ptione 635.S7S0 (P.?9),:.-' ", Apply in person at 4504 Lazelle Avenue and ask fo Gm~:t450:to : , : :  ~ , .: - Y I ' "  ' ~ : 
start: plus 50 percent!:com- '. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~V' :  . . . . . . . .
mission on all beauty supples Inch Cabinet n ~eae ~ sold.'(P-79) iodeLPl I 
,i: ~ : 
33 - For Sale - Misc. 143 - Mach inery  for  Sale. 
Practially new bunk bed and I 14HP ,Diesel 4 wheel drive 
electric range. For info phone ,tractor. 1 year old with roto- 
635-3887 (P-80) ' • tiller and snow blade.- $2500 
CONSIGN 'YOUR SURPLUS Phone 635-3200 (C-79) 
ITEMS TO THEAUCTION 
AND GET ACTION PHONE 
635-7824 (P-84) 
tons of coal - Phone 6~5171 
(P-79) 
Dinette suite $70 
Chesterfield (Divan) $35; 
2 end tables $8 each. Other odd 
bits - Offers. To view No. 5 - 968 
Mountainview Blvd. (Thornhilll 
after 6:30 p.m.. (CTF) 
34.  For  Rent .  M isc .  
30' Light duty flat deck for rent. 
Daily, weekly. FA1MCO 635-6174. 
~CTF) • 
37-  Pets: 
Wanled Io give away. One 
mother cat and kitten. Phone 
6.15-3455. (STF) 
For Sale - Male Malamute - 10 
months old, Gentle. Phone 635- 
4463 (STF) 
One grade yearling quarter 
horse colt. Phone 635-3803 
(STF) 
For Sale- One - two year old 
colt. Reasonably priced. Phone 
635-326~ (P-79) 
Ducklings for sale. $1.00 each. 
Also Guinea pigs. Phone 635- 
7069 (P-79) 
38 - Wanted - Misc.  
We buy mortgages and 
agreements you hold. For a fast 
and confidential quotation, call 
us now. 
~'35-61~ 
You do better with ex.~er/enced : 
money fmm 
.CA  C REALTY  L IM ITED,  ASUBS~DIARY OF  
 CANADIAN 
ACCEPTANCE ~ORPORATION LIMITED 
Wanted - Cedar shakes 28 
squares. 1" X 24" Required 
immediately. Q. Roberts, Bvz 
2493, Smithers. Phone ~7.244~ 
(C-60) 
Wanted - 10 speed mens bicycle 
in good condition. Phone 635- 
4693 (STF) • 
WANTED TO BUY 
A utility trai ler in good 
condition. Phone 635-5887 (CTF) 
Wanted: Franklin fireplace, set 
of tennis rackets, classical 
guitar. Phone 635-2321 or 635- 
4468) (STF) 
Clean gallon and ',., gallon glass 
jugs. Dog-n'-Suds Drive-lnn. 
(CTF) 
Wanted Misc. One 1964 Rambler 
Ambassador 990 for parts. 
Phone Mark Hamilton at 635- 
6357 ,or 635-3268 after 5 p.m. 
(STF~ 
39.  Boats  & Eng ines  
16' sailboat for sale. Phone 635- 
20~3 (CTF) 
_ OPPORTUNITY SALE 
18 ft. well-built boat, with cabin, 
Fiberglass over marine 
plywood. 105 H.P. Chrysler 
outboard. Electric start. 
Power tilt, many extras 
included~ Moored at Water Lily 
Bay. Phone 635-2062 after 5 p,m. 
(P-80) 
41 - Rooms for Rent  
GATEWAY MOTEL 1 
REDUCED RATES • 
Monthly, Weekly, 
One arid two bedroom suites. 
Phone ~-~40~ (CTF) 
HILLS IDE LODGE 
• 4450 LitUe Ave. 
• Sleeping rooms, hou~eeptni 
units, centrallylocated, fui 
furnished. Rsasoneble rates by 
week or month. :Non-drinkers 
• ,~!y. Phone e}~-ell (CTF) . '. 
]~oom• for rent tar gentleman, 
Kitchen-and 'laundry. lacilRies 
,'Apply a~ 47'~ Siraume"Ave.. (c .  
• 8o) . . . .  : .:':.' ~, :', . : : . -  
THE DEPENDABLETH 
0NESt . .  
HERE ARE A FEW OF 
DEPENDABLE USED I 
MACHINES YOU'LL FIND AT 
FINNING, MACHINES THAT 
ARE REBUILT EXPERTLY 
AND ECONOMICALLY TO 
WITHSTAND TOUGH B.C. 
CONDITIONS. YOU DON'T 
WORRYABOUT 
DEPENDABILITY, YOUR 
SAT ISFACT ION IS  
GUARANTEED AT FINNING. 
1969 dot 621 tractor-scraper w- 
semi-automatic trans., single 
lever control for scraper howl 
and apron. Unit in good 
condition. Certified Buy, 60-day 
warranty, Prince George. 
FT-5216 $60,0OO 
Cat D6 tractor w-winch, byd. 
dozer, operator guard. Good 
undercarriage. Unit in fair to 
good working order. Fair Buy, 
Prince George. 
F~-5351 $'7,000 
1963 A-C HD3 track loader. 
Undercarriage averages 401 
percent. Machine in fair to good I
condition. Check the low price! I 
As Is, Terrace. I 
FT.5295 ~,500 I
1970 Cat 120 motor grader w-i 
scarifier, new cab!, Excelleml 
• ..13.00 x 24 tires. Machines in  
top shape - only 2106 hrs! 
Certified Buy, 90.day warranty, 
Houston. 
FT-5074 ]nd:$29,000 
Log. $26,800 
1969 Clark 666 skidder w-diesel 
engine,, winch, dozer. New 
tires. Machine in good 
condition. A real worker! Fair 
Buy, Prince George. 
1~f.4871 $18,000 
19~5 J-D 450 track loader w-log 
fork and clamp, counterweight, 
canopy. Undercarriage 60 
percent and bettor. In top 
condition. Fair Buy, Terrace. 
F~-5167 $9,000 
1970 John Deem 450 ti'acter w4 
cyl. diesel engine, angledozer, 
winch, canopy. Undercarriage 
in top shape. Balance unit good 
clutches ' and brakes 
ovorh~uled. Fair Buy, 
vancouver,..,. ' .:" , : : :  
F '~;~m".  " "  :: " ~ $il;000 
1967 Clark 664 skidder w-~o~.er, 
winch, operator guard. Fair 
tires 18.4 x 34, 30 percent. Good 
condition - repairs made. •Fair 
Buy, Prince George. 
FT-5298 $1o,o00 
" I + , * "  * I I I ' ; .~"  Irdi~i~ "~" : I '  t i~ : / :  ' ' ' : I' L I "  : I I I~L I "  I d ' , 4 " i + . "4*  P~ I ' . . . . .  ' ' 4 "~4 1 . . . .  . , : + " 
48 - Suites. for  Rent : 
FLYNN'  APTS.  
Furnished morns and furnished 
apts. Cooking facilities 
available. Phone 635-6658 (.CTF) 
• ' REYSrO~ c0U~#'AP'rs. 
1,2 & 3 bedroom deluxe euit~.. • 
Seotl Ave., Terrace.. ', 
Heated swimming pool furl 
~. .  p.~ne_s~,  s2~.. (CTr), 
Furnished Cabins ' 
Monthly rates, Cedars Motel, 
Phone 635-2358 (CTF-3) " " 
For Renl- 2 bedroon'i duplex on 
River Drive. Phone 5-2591. (P-7- 
3) ' .  
For Renl - One 2 bedroom, apt, 
in 4 plex on Hangland with stove. 
und ~ridge. Available July 17. 
Phone 635-5213. (CTFT 
49-  I ; Iomes f~ Sa le  ' ' '1.49 - .Ho i1~' !  for ~!..Im.' :, ,:. '" 
4 bedroom house near hosp'llal 
and schools. ~'an be =old on 
eider a ½ acre of ls~ anm of 
land. Phone ~,-5~2 to  view. 
2868 Pear St. ((:-8O) 
. . . .  I i 
,'NODOWN : 
PAYMENT" 
3 Bdrm - 1,~00 sq. ft. plus 
carport, Wali-lo well shag rug. 
tyour choice o[ colors) cu- 
shioned vinyl linoleum, pastel 
plumbing, all you have to do Is 
combine your 1st and 
government second mrtge. Io 
be eligible for purchase at ':no 
down payment", as these 
homes are 'selling below 
aclual assessed value. Phone 
635-5783 between :6,7 pro. 
$~8,so0.63 (CTF) 
I i i 
One. year old prestige home 
good residanUal area. : Near. 
"schools, .'" Fitted carpets 
h- a kome-0wner 
" /  ':: l l - , ' | | '  
24 .EW ,-8E0 O0  
HOMES (SOM E 
W ITH CARPORT)  
. l o t '  included 
Paved Streei." ' . 
Underground." Wiring 
;One could be yours for $900 
down,or less (inclusive of 
all fees and conveyln¢lng 
charges) 
Ask today.. 
by-Mar luili.n "i 
01n ln l  L id ,  
I 4027 Ksith Avi., Tlrrtce" 
I- Phono ~3S.71.24 
Evenings Frank. Wall a t .~ .~ 
I . I 
i I 
Three bedroom i)ouse on 1~ I 
Two, la~e bedroom.suitas for .I throughout, EnsuRe pltmabing, I acre ofland..City water- close I 
rent. Completely fumisbed. I luxury. kitchen with wall.oven.. I to Vocational School.. I 
Out of town, Phone ¢~5-4081 (P. ! South facing".sundeck.  " I Reasonably priced. To | 
81) ~ . . : • . . : otherMagnlflcentquallty firepac~.featur~, ll sManY•full [.souqle,(P-82) ' I I  inquire'~'S421. . . .  View at 5223 I* 
One bedroom suite for rent. ' :basement with finished brick ~ - "  
F r ig  and stove and  bed. fireplace and  roughed- in  
included. For single lady $80 or: .plumbing. Basement entrance :. For Sale - 'bne bedroom home 
for couple $1"50 per.. month...fromearport. ::Phone.~S920 on ½acre.lnTerraee.$7~0. To. 
Phone 635-7896 after 6. 1001' Old: (CTF) . . : - vieW- 5109 Keith Ave. or phone " ' .... :.635-4401 (P-70) 
Lakelas Lake Rd. (P-7~l ~ ~oom ~o~ ~ fun 
For Rent -  2 bdi'm, fully fur-' basement.. I0X14' tool shed on .. Business • Locations 
haShed uplex. On Queensway. 'grounds. Electric heating. On 
Available July lst.- Phone•635- Thornhill Road. ' For " ~' " appointment to view phone 635- " Industrial :'and. of f ice 'space. .  
7405(P-79)" Phone 635-3147 or' 835-2312 ~68. (P-74 76 78) 
THORNHILL MOTEL .' 
& COFFEE SHOP 2 bedroom home on ½ acre lot. 
• Fireplace, large utility room. 
Housekeeping Units Full basement with ½ bath and 
Propane bottle filling 2 finished rooms. PMeed for 
Pacific 66 Gas and Oil " quick sale. To view at 5105 Agar 
• Highwayl6East . (CTF). Ave. Phone 635-6672 (CTF) 
49 - Homes for  Sale 2 ~droom home on % acre lot. 
Fireplace, large utility room. 
FORSALE. " Full basement with ~ bath and 
3 bedroom, kitchen, living. 2 finished rooms. Priced for 
room. 4516 Olson, Can be seen quick sale. Phone 635-6672. 
between 8 a.m. and 12 noon. (CTF) 
Mariner NHA Approved. 
Modular Homes. Instant 
housing at reasonable prices. ~ :. 
FAMCO, 5416 Hwy, 16 W. ! 
Terraee. Ph0ne635.6174(CTF- Oassier Oonstruotion Lid 
For Sale 2 bedroom home on ' a 
large Iot.~ Carpeting in living i Members of ths klldera Association in good standing.. 
room. Hwy '16 '5504 Lloyd I " " 
$12,000. Phone .90 (C1~) . .For Sa le• i t  49~.Streumo.: .  .:: 
(C' IF) 
I 
I Now Renti.g-Corner od 
! Emei'sen &Gre i¢  One store I
I 1700sq. ft. may be divided into I
I two. one office $80 sq, ft.I 
l Contact EmersOn Holdlngsl 
I Pbeae 635.7776 "days (c rF ) l  
Storespaee available for rent, 
August 1st, down town location. 
1700 sq. ft. Phone e~.~q," 1 
(CTFt 
r ' " ' L I N  " '  d ' ' r '  I 
::.,.:.08BOR]~: Gtf l~. i!OU$1~ l~r" :R~'nu;  "0ne"~'~. " I r~  '. ~R. t / , L Im' ih - - ' :~S¢ " r 
:.Con~m~ble•room.s: in:. quiet: :td:rnlsbed.apL:.~rallerpimcesi~.:: ..'l~b.Sl~rlden: . . . .  .~ W_~.~Imy/:..•. tu411t' . :"  : 
:StmeL L' i~al~tlal:;,..phonm, e,~/Sl?l'a~'~ '.~:.sIS,.:.. (ffIY)k~ill Close.538o (C1~r,)In . No dogs;::Pboiie:: " ' ' : "  :. ' ~ : " ' ; ; " . . . .  "'':: ''':I '"' i'' i'''i 'i n I , a r i- -- "' " : : ' ' " :  ' "N ' "  ' '  h ' ~ " : "  . . . . .  ' ' ;  ' ' ' ' ' " : ' : ~1" ~"  . . . . .  ' ' - -  
. . . . . . ? : . . , ; , :  ,~  - , .%.  , ;  * 
" ' ' ' "  h n h I P P ' n  ' 'L n n~ , n , n"  " " ' J ' , : "; ' ~ h ' ' '  : * n ' ~ ~ ; n h F + n : '~n"  ;~ n~' : ' I F :  ; r 1~':L'p n' " ' : '  h L ip . ' "  '~ h n ' ,  p ~ : Lh~' ' :  n F : -- 
] I ! I _  
4521 Graham Avenue " - .. 
Try your offer ¢kl this Iwo year old three bedroom homo with full i~isement, There is alia 
Iwo basemontbedro0ms; MUltha semi ImiaddlstoKcupanoy. Call ultodayto v iw. '  
' / / ' '  ]1 "J " i I I I 
i l 
i I " "• " " I I~ ' ' ' ' ' '  • " I : " I * " - - -  , ,  
Oniyflvemlle, f rm t~m ~tr~oft~NnL~0 a l~VOdhl|l~va.y..Pick yamr~ today; Tbero'lu,] :! 
in  epprovnd P.U.C, water, system.,0~xcqllont home and troller altos, ~ lute ere pr l~d,  I i 
tosellwllltteasyhu'msavlllabl°'Av°lddlneplmIntmwfconfi¢I°'pruluitoflt°dlY'~ ' I '  " 
I ~ I I • I " I I  I '*  I I I  " " " L • I ' ~ " " |  " :  
I , 
~ ;  . . . . . .  " ' 1 : " r ' , " a h h . . . . .  " i "  n : . 
:Tom .sfemko.'." 
.. Our hm 
~oL • ,. : . ,  
Large 3 bedroom house with 
finished basement. In town. 
Available by August 1st $270, 
per month. Phune 635-~7a <P- 
8O) 
One bedroom, partly furnl~ed 
honse. Apply at 5116 Agur 
Avenue, (])-80) 
@. Suites for Rent " 
Basement suite,  2 bedrooms, 
l iv ing room,  k i tchen.  P r ivate  
ent ranee- : fo r  2 work ing men.  
Phall ic835-4488 (CTF) . . . . .  
Kalum Gardens 
3 bedroom'townhnoses with 
stove and fridge. Some with 
carport and shag carpeting: 
Plus full basement. Within 
walking distance of downtown. 
Situated on the corner (Han'sen 
& Scott. For viewing please call 
Mr. Jim Krepps. Phone 635-4841 
(CTF). 
TERRACE (C-79) 
47 .  Homes for  Rent 
Small A-frame for rent on 
Dobbie St. in Thornhili. 
Suitable for older couple or 
bachelor. Phone 635-6690 or 
6431 (C-75-63) 
*Unfurnished 2 bedroom house 
for rent in town, for small 
family. Must be employed.• 
References required. Phone 
f~5-37'/7 7-7:30 p.m. (P-79) 
I 
CEDER GROVE GARDENS. 
I bedroom rowhouses with 
seine washers and dryers. 
Full basements, safe play 
ground. $180 per month. 
References Required. ContaCt 
Mrs. R. Phillips. 4529 Siraum~ 
,Aid, No, 125. (CTF) Buying 
a Home 
It's a 
Good Day 
Q. 
4621 .Lskol" AV*.. • 
. .  
• M,u aA U.: ' 
Box 545, Tenam, B.C. 
." 635-3227 . 
ed~ coNt~ .... 
4621 KEITHR()AO . No. 2,- ' 
PHONE 635-7144 
6" insulation in ceiling, IW'  In wells, . • 
d, coioured plumbing, rough-In, ' "" " 
. • o0ncrehldflveway, ~ ". 
" ~ i  fleet. 
. . . .  ., . Fu l rP r i ce  SSe,3S0,00: " " 
,P res t ige  Iocai len,  
" Close to"ali soheals in new lubclivlaion, 
• " Roacls wilLha paved by. the develaNrl 
• . Full price -.S~,3S0. " " 1 " 1 ' 
.... PHONE M R.A .  SC ,WAIGER.  ,S.S2=0 
" F ind :0ut  more  about  Us . ' 
• Ta lk  toour  customer ,  s l .  
Im l  - - - ~ - - - |  
i i 
.PRUOEN & 0URRiEtTe. 
' Rea l  Es ta te -  Insurance  - Notary  Pub l i c  
.4M4 Lakoho Avtnml Terrace, B.C. , .TalaphoNe..63~142. 
I I*-.e.roo-..-.o- I 
On 1/, acre lot nicely landscaped and close to I¢11oo11. . 
Fireplace and arpet ln living room. Extra room and garega 
in cellar. Owner asking S2h500. Try your offer. Plaase 
• contact us :f~r v!ewlng. ,, , - ,, , 
I I II 
Average size two  bedroom home 
For sale on large nicely landscspnd corner fat. Has two extra 
bedrooms In basement 6ackyard has fruit trees end berry 
bushes and large enough.yard~lron to subdivide. RI zone. 
View by appelntmenl only. Located on paved street next to 
new subdivisions and close to schools. Owner ~rotors cash 
offer to Purchase but will consider rarrylng.s~e¢ond mortgage 
• to the right buyer. 
I 
• I 
4818 H l l l c res t  - , .I 
This three bedroom home with full basement features a large 
I !lying room with fireplace, hardwood, f luorl  throughout, attractive wood ceilings, oll heat.and a large (94') lot. The existing mortgage of $18,000 Is eta7 percent with payments of - only S12S.per month. Immediate occupancy. 11 I 
F~)~ Sale Housewith':'2Lbodro0m~ .., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ......... 
up.one down. Fully landscaped~ a bedroom homo, 1200 M. ft. 
• Close In town. With ,or-without Full hument ,  large carport, 
furniture. Reasonable down Doobb wo~l w lndm,  screens, 
payment. Apply in writing to Flmpllce, wall to wi l l  cerpato,. 
Box 739 In care of - The . Stm'mdmws, 9ut tor l i  downpllms, 
Herald.(P-79). 
-I,',Ur.;~UAY) JULY  11. 1972 '~r " ' i  
52 - Wanted to I~ent /; 
Urgently required by:August 1, 
3 oi'~ 4 bedroom house in 
Terrace, Phone 635-7383 (C-83) 
54 -'Bu~iti~s~cProperty ' 
CENTREI  fe~ reol:prest ige 
office §pa.qejdso~d0.sq, ft. on 
I owdP'fi~6~'slftf.r~tail,:-~toral~e 
el0.'. Fn~-: in.'f0ti~ation:."[~lidhe. 
,?!!Imat '~ .~OI ; I ' ! ICTF) ; ' '  •~. 
aS. Propert~:f~r"S~ie "" 
ii : . " ' : , " :  "' ':"~.~, ?. ' " - , 
La g~[9,V~on: H~ll|.W.'ell P.hbr/i~ 
63.S-7 ~16. a R~r/~~ik n~.:.( P~Od~,- "," 
I~t in Thornbiil. Close'to school 
and store. Phone 563-6595 or 
wr i tg 'a~, .N~gt  Av, e~k p~in, ce 
C~orge, I~.C, qC-82) ........ " ' : :  
":, :":.~G.~ODREAI::".': - 
':- E,~TATEiNVESTMENT 
• :....... W£)ODLh.~ID .P.ARK:. ii .... 
'.Your own piece o'fnature only 
minutes from downtown 
Terrace: B e~/(itifurw~ded 2~7 
to 6.8 acre  parcels berdering 
the nortbeity limit'.' Privacy.. 
Terms. IH'ome-~ibuilt to your 
9.'rd~r),' PhOne 635:590Q or 635-' 
. : .• ..... .>,  • : ; . . • . , . ,  • . , . .  
847-3650 (Smi 
• " .1~ )me -:-,~ ." ~ ,.",~ ~:" ~- -. * , | " *• '  , . ) . . . .  ;. -, 
.~,I,q{;6 :.l Ion Chcvy',PL f . . . . . . .  : 
,.:.:195 l::Jeep; EWD.~lalion walton, 
i~97r0peii road, I0~., foot track, 
:~camper,, : . ,--, .... . 
",~gf'~.Air e0nditioned., ~ ,ton.,F0rd: 
' .~i; .  " ~ " ', :,. :~ ".." : .;i- .: 
: . :  . . , .  , .. J " ~ "  ~ '  
~:~ i SALVAGE-: '.'•" . 
.'::'~ " ::.1972 Cheveile : ' . . . .  '-: ." 
,~ 'i .1970 Toyota Wagon"; ~, 
,~Inquire.at: , " ,. . , ,  ":'. - 
' "i: '$KEENAADJUSTErts:". ,  
• "4?42 LakeiseAve. " '  
• Ph0ne 635-2Z55 " (CTF) 
Trailers " " ;aS"'-' . . . . .  , ....... ......... , 
il2x~ General mobile., home, 3 
#edrooms, carpet, washer and 
I :~yer:  Utilityroom; skirt~l,on 
i ot in,lraiie~park. Call 635-7881 
~afier 5 p.m. (P-341 
3395 (CTF) . . . . .  -, ?'t9~0 8x18' Dalton house trailer, 
~an be seen at:2907 Hal] Strut. 
56. , -  Business Ol~portunity Phone.635-5325 or 635-'/347 (P- 
. . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  79i . . . . .  • . . , . . " :  ,.- :: . ". ~ : 
:., .,~tfrrEl, FoR, sALE  , F'or "Saie- i0xS0 Pyramid with 
12 c(~oking units -all':elecil'ie 8x16 JoeyShack. Apply No. 22- 
The Motel Trailer Park. Phone 8 Sih~le"~lnd, "4 Iwo" bedroom, 
suii6~" " ': ." .:.: .~" :.~, .::: C]: - / .I;:15-~05~4"(P-79) : ~ " " • • 
:1 bedroom living quarters ' " : 
wilh.fuli basemenl. . ".'i2x52 mobile h0~me Very good 
Ample xoom behind .molelf0r c0ndition. '4~2z years bld." Very 
~railer space and over night reasonably., priced ~ Comes 
parking,,,.~.~.. ,.:~._~_. furnished .or unfurnished. All 
Apply: Owner-man~l~er"" set ..up in. trailer park. 
Box I'li* "i : " Winterized and. skirted. Phone 
.T6rrace'.~ B.C.' " , 635-3143 (C-71) 
iC-74:7g.76:T/i" "] '" " . . . .  ' .. ' _ 
TRAI~ER .. SPACES FOR 
For Sale-Eaclu~ive 'Boutique:iARLENHTA TRAILER PARK : ; . : "  
sel l ing, . , ,qual i ty .. imports. 
Excel lent . clientele. Great,II1561"AKELSE LAKE ROAD 
- - '2 '  
• " ~ .~¢~ l~a.rvR;O, 5416 Hwy. 16. 
W,i.* Terrace,, Phone., 635-6174. 
: (C1'F-3) ~ ~,-;," ..:.~ ,~:,:.:.=::'.. 
~F0r Reiit weekly ~ '"  ~ " 
13' Trailei-Sleeps 5.,. : •-;:.. 
8 '  tamperSleeps 4. Foe" In- 
.formation' Phone FAMCO 635. • 
-~6~74."  (C -82)"  , " 
." , , ,  - , , .. , . . ,  
,8 6 .SecUrity." '~ Camper..  
• 'Excellent condition. 4years old." 
i:Must's.e!l Cash $1100 Phone 635- 
:',5486'6r ~35-7254-and. aak.. for' 
'~Geo1"ge. (C-80) . . . .  : 
• ', BRITISH COLUMBIA' HYDRO 
;~ ANDPOWERAUTHORITY " 
i "Invites tenders to DiSma~tle,- 
remoVe " " ' aad reeonstruct 
:approx. 3miles of 14.4KV single 
phase distribution line .for 
Sandspit;.' Queen Charlotte 
Islands,. B.C.' ' . .  ~ .- 
Reference No ,CQ 7032 
Closing Date:.A~gust'l, 1~72 
• Sealed tenders clearly 
mai'ked ~ as "above,roferenced 
will be l 'eceivedin Room'1056, 
B .C .  'Hydro " and : Power 
Authority Building, 970 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver 1, B.C. until 
11:00 .A .M:  local time, closing 
August 11i972.  '- . . . . .  
Detailsma~, be obtainedfr0m 
the  PurchaSing Depal'tment, :
10thflooi., 970 Burrard Street; 
Vancouvel" 1; B.C., telepla0ne 
683-8711, Local 2577. (C-79) 
=DEPARTMENT OF.INDIAN " 
AFFAIRS 
' DEVELOPMENT, 
.SEALED TENDERS will be. 
received by the undersigned: 
until 2:00 P.M. (PDT) on ,July 
2d, 1972, for the installation of 
approx.-2~300 feet of 6-inch pipe 
with fittings, etc., at Metlakatla. 
potential~ , . -Ask ing  $ 7,500. 
Co n.t a c.t.: Bout . ique  
Internationale, 4616, Greig Ave. 
(CTF) 
• :. For  Sale 
.. well established flo~ er an~t 
gift business. Owner.., ,retir~ng.i:i 
~sking $9,500. Term~ ~ai lhbie.  .. . 
C~nta~t .Ce~ntral Flowers & .~f~, ~:;',...~ :.-.,,,:. ,, . , .  .... 
Ladies Ready I.o Wear & Fabric 
S] ore ~orsale..I.nven(ory at. cost 
plus fixlures. Can give long 
I~me on prime location. Write:~ 
I[[ Box 738 Terrace. ICTF) .? 
;7 .  Automobi les  . ..,",~,, 
Village, on the south side 
• THORNHILL of Tsimpsean Indian Reserve 
I oC~.  635-3179, No. 2, 5 miles-northwest Of. 
.. ' . i Prince Rupert, B.C. 
• " ' ] " Tender'forms pecifications- 
i~l'l:(h'r~' ~o 'o '~ " ~16bde ']'~iand drawings will be exhlbited 
home~ulIy furnished located in [: at • Room 403-325 Granville 
,~.~oI~.~I with rent on location I~Streef, Vancouver 2, B.C., from 
.~ifii'.~.~r~De~. 31, 1972. For ].'July 7, 1972and at the office of 
- further'information phone 635- J~the. Supervisor, North Coast 
5769 evenings. (P-82) I Indian' District 208 Federal" 
""  ~ , - ,. " Building, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
19~6~G'olclen Faldon"' 18foot Sets of documents are 
.travel.trailer. Fridge, heater, . obtainable from these locations 
plumbing. Phon~ 635.5412.(C-81), ~upon.deposit (refundable) of a 
to the. Receiver-....GeneraiL of 
~ ' ~ x ~ l ~  "~'~ ~25.00 certified cheque, payable 
: :  • -'- - -. : .~  Canad~r~d !;3;fl~lers,,,,!~u~L; ~ I~.. 
~df~.'rPI16ilb163Z;5~2'~.'~Kitimat) submittdd~,;f~l:'  the. ,:form~. 
":(P-80')"-~,~., ="'~ :~':-~ ~-' ' ~::" provided, and ;according .to the 
: :':*~ ...... ' ....... ' .... :""~' conditions et forth therin. The 
Body • of 1962 Beaum~It'"Fdr Reht'-,~One~.'spaee - only . lowest or any" . tender ~ot 
c'.Onvertible. 3 speed ,~e~y treesandlawn -"nb pets:please, necessarily accepted. , , 
transmission and rear'~i~d toO" "Ai~ply at* Park' Avenue :Trailer ~ •. 
• ~.Court~,~5016 Park Ave. or.call i :~....W.G.RobinsonlP.Eng,, gale. Phone 635-3749 (C-80) .. ~, . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  :. 
• ~. . ~ . _ _  635-5376 (P-79) . . . . . .  ,~: B.C. Regional Engineer. 
~.0 cu. Ford motor complete , , ~.(C-79):.'. ~::: . . ,  , . :  : " : - .  '" 
8-X2~ ~.: .;mobile- ~,home, ~ . = " " 
~5-3671 (P-79) Reasonably priced. Phone 635- [i h NOTICE 01;' LEASE ' 
~970 Maverick, automatic, 4453,.(C-80) . , - . . ,  . []i:~ BYTENDER 
~adio, winter tires, block 
heater. Will consider'exchange Fo~ saie" 12x52 three'bedroom I " Notice is hereby given that 
~6r :!~ or ~/2 ton pickUl~ Phohe" Trai ler  : "f~l|Y " furnished [i Sealed Tenders will be,received" 
635-7577 (P-79) including Washer, :dr'yer T.V. [ by .!he undersi.giie d ' at. t,he~, 
.;.. :- , , . . . . . . .  • ..., ,:...winlerized loCated Trailer Park . t'arliament Buildings, Vmtoria,i 
1963 Rambler  V-6 abtdm~tic, in Town. Phdne 635-35t9 NO. 35- ' B.C., nnt. later than :4:00 P.M4- 
l~w mileage. Phone635-3071 ,(P- 3604Kalum'.. • ' :.Wednesday, August 9th 1972 for." 
7§) ' = ,, ,.. ' ' , " ; the right to acquire by leasehold' 
• • ; ~ , • for residential purposes Lot 27 
[9"~O~f~~' r i :d~: '~ut '~ '~at iC~ :,'-IOX4B .two'i. oeOm0m: waimr. ... (if'Lots"1433 and 1434. Range 5 
Ideal,~or,..yqung,fa ely. 8X24 . . . . . .  , ~adib~:~ihtet  ~ ':tires;:~:bloek' ' " " ° ' ' o; . - .. .~- . . . . . l~ . . -  ?',... . . . .  .,Coast, District Plan.,5814 (t.83 
l~eater. Offers. Phone 635~7577. nnlsneu auuiuon containing acres)  s i tuated at. Gosson 
,['P-81~.~-~ . ' ',,.:~ ' ,~;"'/:,~:i":.,:::. :" " large:,, bed'~m;play~om.:.',:~nd: Creek B c , . 
. . . . .  ' "  .............. '" " "  utli!~room:.Washer~nd.d~,~ver: -Fur ther  in fo rmat ion  : . . . - . - - ,  - ...~ ..,~,:. t''" " "  ............ " . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
~cludcd O r ~iLl~fi_t',~.~View-[0 ' regarding, terms and conditions: 
perf. 390,: 4)speed;':;ehromies;. • appreciam, uait.~:s~-w~t~ v4so) should 'be obtained from the 
Stl00::See T, Mitchell at 2812 .: .,..., . -  . .  .. . . . .  .._ Lanki  Commiss ioner , :  
Hall. ,, ~-~. : . , ,~  'St between ~-~ ~.m. ,.(Pd°).. ., ,.:,, 3.bedroom,Detroiter' .with 'well, (Government Agent) SmOthers, 
i963 Acadian reconditioned [ .buLl[extra:be~oomi'~6tility.and I .B.C, or f ro  m the Director of.. 
" '. a t,anus, uepartment of Lands, engine- good rubber best offer, ] sun-deck', ' Situ 'ted' on la'rge ] v~ . . . .  =. 
. nioely treed 19t on quiet street in. ' forests, aria w amr' ~csources,. 
[~hgne 635~50iffor•view ~t tr~iiler 'Thornhi l l . . .  " • For more .Parliament Buildings ~yictoria 
N0:',28 -:4~1.0. M;irsh*'Cres, (P-79) 
-~- ' :  '~." . ' .  i ; lformation':' i~'h0ne ~35:3241 ,,B.C. :'i "~ ," "" " 
[~9~.P0ntiac good condition, aLlytime' (P-76, 78,80) " ,. D. BORTHWICK. 
Chevpickup. Go'o~i~fi~es~i i "Preini~r" Mobile"Romes. CS~ 
y:.duty r~ar~springs:,and: approved, UnionmadeinB.C. t:u] 
~s,.,.Price $650'Phone 6115-',,, FAMCO,. 5416 . , .Hwy, ,16. , .  W.. 
• <': .~,:.;~,,:: :.; ,,,,: Terrace Phone 635.6~.74 (CTF- tp.~y~'..- .... ..-,::,: 3:,, .~ .. .... ~- 
MGB Roadster,;.,, Driving,i : . . . .  . . . .  
s,..~conttnental:, r, ad ia ls ; . .  67 . .Mor tgage  Loans,  : :  ,.i, 
wheels luggage rack plUSd " "  " '  
"aceessdries'and'is-in god V~'~~~~I lU I~UWI I [R~ 
ai 2000 cc motor, 4 spd~ .. 
~,,632-2789 .in, K!tim.at:. ;(P,~ 
~iles. New tires..Condition 
~i."$2600',' Plmme635-78781,(.P- 
pwcos~ mortgage loan from' 
rlom e Plan L~mited. We' can' 
lvance 0p'to 85 percgnt:bf 
apprasi'e~value with up to 20 
. Yep , rs  cmmqO'jz~llon, on first 
andsecond 'mor tgag~""  
Plan on calling us first. 
~' Deputy Minister of Lands S. 
~ 
Victoria, B~C. - :  
June 22nd, 1972 .: 
F i l e : 0 3"13  8 7 ~. 
(C-79J, 
:! , ,  , '" 
,Toothi!"Care: 
- , • ] 
' A Wookly m0ulh rinsing wit]h 'I
::sodium flulirido h0iped prevenl': 
donlal decay, in,~children living 
:in il cgmmuni : ty . , .  witheuli! 
:'flul¢idolcd drinking Waler, aS 
-:redont s tudy  lms  sh0wh.: 
: ,This simple.inoxpensive ~. 
, could -roc(,dur(. ..bccome a 
: pratt ielll prev0nl re. a(:cording, 
.~ m.~c.ienlisls'at the U,S, Na.t[onal 
Instit~l~ df"De~tal' Reseal'ch. 
" '  ,;Th'(" n~d~ilh: rinse;" c6ntained, 
Chev. '  Good depender 
iportation, i Rebuilt engi~ 
;onably 'i)rlcdd?Phone ~
(P~,80); - ,"-,',",'~ :":~ "; 
after 6:00 
TRADERS GROUP 
68, Cam~ 
nlhs, the fiftl 
THE . " I ' ]  'HERALD 
.,son iB 58 year~ .old, He had 
;~mke last. year. aml is ~r;"  
tially, cr ippled. His :insuranCe 
.and , ear ly  .retirement:.money 
takes good care Of him ao he has~ 
no financial problem.- ...... i .... 
The woman, he wants to 
marry : i s .  4~.yea~ of  age~:Sh~" 
• has four children. One child is 
still.at home w[th~hei" - -  a 15- 
year~old boy. I am against hia 
mai'riage b~tI  cannot persuade 
my: so/~ . I  am right.. I don't 
belitveit'would be fair to-a 43-. 
year~old ~oman to marry a 
manwho°iean't 'g ive her the'  
l~ysieal pleasures she is en- 
titled to. I have not discussed 
this withhim beeause it is not a 
s~ject  fbr a mother and a son. 
Butit bothers me a.great deal. 
The ,woman is very cool toward 
me becaus'e she'knows I am 
against the marriage: They 
. seem to get along fine. together 
but I 'm afraid after they are 
married i t  will be-a different 
story. V~at do you think? --  
Louisiana. Reader 
DEAR L0.1J: I think a S-yeer- 
old man does-not need his 
mothei"s 'permisaion to get 
married. Also, yon don't know 
what their personal ife is like 
and it's none of your business. It
might be better than you think, 
You should be pleased that your 
son has . fo~d a :woman he 
wants to marry --  and who 
wants to marry him. Stop trying 
to undermine the situation and 
wish them luck. 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: 
Wa!lyand~I have been happily 
married for two years. The" 
problem is my brother-in-law, 
Steve, and his wife. 
Steve and I Went steady for a 
year before I married Wally. 
When Steve and I first started to 
go togethe/" I made the biggest 
mistake of my life. I thnught I
was in love with the jerk and 
you can guess the rest. When it 
became clear to me that we had 
nothing- in common but sex I 
broke up with him. 
Six months later I started tol 
dateWally. I decided to tell him 
everything. It wasn't necessary 
because he already knew. 
Fortunately Wally was very 
understanding and he has never, 
mentioned 'it since. 
,.'.,.., =:~, ,'.;~.~.~.~ .,.~/,: '., , ~ .-:~',~. ~./_. . " :  .,' . ~.:.~:~ ... 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~:" , ..':" 0~ ':~ . v;,,'.~ .... ' . . . . . .  .-, 
. - . 2812 Molitor i 
"Wo, d; ,20:L6ah); 6ason: $:aturday  :i 
YOU could too! ...... ,, .: :r- i 
SaY-Mot'Car Wash Ltd, 
4817 Keith Ave. Terrace; B C, 
16HTMAH 
SMITH 
LTD. 
Real" Estate & ~ ~  
Ge.nera l .  I nsurance  " ~~: ........... . ............... ......... 
New 3 bedroom house  
Just completed and ready to move into, this home is on 
city sewerandwater .  Located in quiet area. Has 1,000, 
square.feet ef living space, wall to wall carpet in 
• Iivlhgroom",With laundry room; Has crawlspace. Full "i~i)~r mon~ths a~,:,S~'(~,,il 
,~..iod a •girl I kne~"~ '..l 
~ci~0~l,~,l,,,didn,'t .k ow heir:~bl!,'~ , "~r'"~ ~, ~: ,~. :, .,,,, 
but.shdabsoluielz.despise.~-me..' . ,: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
Wally and I are neVer invited to /'//AI~ Tra i le r -  i ,  exce l lent  shape 
their home and they refuse to 
come to Ours.. When we meet at .. 12x60 ft. Glendale t~-~ller 3 years old., .Has near. new 
family:, get-togethers she. ,~  non-trailer" furniture and curtains. Very clean:ac- 
ignores me. It's embarrassing. ~ comodation. Silllingon fully tandscaped and fenced 
I feelterribleaboutthisbecause lot. :Area l  homel . ,~ ' .  L . , in 
she~,~" :makes ~: everybne un- 1 ;T 
comfortable. ~ Cdn y0ul help me t with niy problem? -- Blighted Bertie " : "  ":: 
• DEAR B..: YOU don'thavea 5:acres  w i th :  Iog :~ 'bo i ld ings :  i~  ; ! ~ 
problem, yotlr sister-in-law On S|/a acres Iocated7~ntileS: soOih?"of:Terrace. Has ~r i~ 
does. In all probability she light growth. On powel', c0rnerlprbperty facing Old " 
lmows of the past and feels Lakelse Road. , :., " : .  ~ : ,~ i : ! ,~ '  i s ~ r  
you feels husband discreet pl asant thre t ned" she'llmore atoosen "distance all nd  comfortable Continue tim' s, up. maintain Time from Wh n to  bout' isher shen'b  a ~" : 1 ; ~'~?[~  *" ~ :~" ~ ; .~:" ~' ~ ~ 
your side. "~/  .~3be 
DEAR'  B ,~SHFUL ' K ID :  ~ dro0mson 'V~'  :ac re :  ' 
"Swanee River" is somehow a • Folly fenced in ProPerly on Old Lakelse lake Road On 
more appropriate selection. • pavement. HouSe has full basement, large livingroom. 
Thanks for your letter. . : . ' Needs some minor work.'Agoodhuyat $15~000. 
To sealin meat o," poultry juices FOR ALL YOUR GENERAL INSURANCE NEEDS 
when poaching or boiling, wait '. CONTACT OUR QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. . ' 
until the cooking l iqu id  has ' ~ 
reached a full b0i] before adding 
themeator,poultry.Thenreduce ~ HARRY SMITH 035-2826 
theheat, ofeourse. Conversely, JOHN WALBERGS 635.3677 
wilco you want the flavor in the 
Cookingliquid (to use in a soup, . JON LONG 635-6361 
sauce, etc.) start the meat or 
poultry in cold water to draw 
out juices. : - - - I 
. .  . . . .  . . . .  
• AnnoUncement  
• . f .  
iFerster Bros, T ' " . . . .  " 1,~" rooking L l td ,  
WOULD L IKE  TO ANNOUNCE THAT 
• PURCHASED:  THE EQUIPMEN 
atint, _ _ , _  . . . . . . .  
. • . :  '""i:i~':~-"::.,. : • ~,, 
" ~1~ ~' )' ;":'~''~]~"'* " " . . . .  ~ A N D  A R E  NOW ' 
. •  , : ,  
. • _ , . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  : 
! . . .  PaG~ ~ 
PUBL IC  ANNOUNCEMENT ~ 
CBCRADIO POL ICY  . 
DeciSion CRTC. 72.1f7 
, .At  Its public hearing In Olfowa on March 211 and 2f, r~1f12, the 
Canadian Radio-Television Commission heerd an eppUoafion by the 
Canadian BrOadcasting Cerporellon concornlng a •prOposal for Its 
new radio program P~licy. The propmol is generally roferred ~ I0 as 
Radio I and Radio I I ;  The Commissim also heard oppllcation| by 1lie 
CBC Jor the establishment of six FM stations and a French FM net. 
work. These eppncations were infeoded to implement the initial 
~hases of the new policy. "• 
.•The CRTC was impressed'with ihe ~ask undertaken'by the "Cur-. 
poration which has been cOncerned.with the apparent changes in the. 
attitudes of audiences towards radio brOadcasting end with the 
proportion of.Canadian audiences reached by CBC radio programs. • 
The Corporation has carried out • study on these matters the proposal 
submitted to the Commiasion ie the reaolt of that study. The proposal 
would have a fundamental influence en the development of the'radio 
part of whet the Broadcasnng Act calls "the national broadcasting 
service". 
• .At the hearing, the Commission heard representatiOns from the 
CBC and from several Intervenants. Afler careful review of all these 
representations and having carefully considered other forms of radio 
service now available to Canadians, lhe Commission has come to the 
conclusion that it cannot agree with.  the proposed new radio policy. 
. .  The C BC is established under the provisions o4 the Broadcasting Act 
for the purpose of providing within the framework of theCanadian 
broadcasting system, a national broadcssllng service that Is of a high 
standard and is "predominantly Canadian in content and charecfar, 
the Act specifies that: 
• .(i) " this service should be a balanced service of Information, 
enlightenment and entertainment for people of different ages, in. 
terests and tastes, covering the whole range of programming In fair 
proportion, 
• .(ii) this service should be estended to all parts of Canada, as Public 
funds become available. 
..(iU) this service should be In English and French, serving me 
special needs of geographic regions, and actively contributing to the 
flow and exchange of cultural and regional informalion and on- 
tertainment, and 
• .(iv) this service sheuld¢outrlbute tothe development ot pational 
unity and provide for a continuing expression of Canadian identity. 
• .The CRTC is established to regulate and supervise all aspects of 
Canadian broadcasting system with a view to implementing the 
policy obiectives established by Parliament. I t  is within the context 
of these roles ~ssigned by the Brnadcasfing Act to the CBC and to the 
Commission that the decision of the Commission has been made. 
• .Parliament, in enacting the Broadcasting Act, declared that 
broadcasting undertakings in Canada const tote a single system 
comprising public and private elements. Each element must make a 
distinctive contribution to the effectiveness of the whole system 
Achieving programming which is varied, comprehensive and of high 
standard tor the total system as required by Parliament, is not an- 
easy objective to attain. The Commissionis aware that a great deal of 
effort is yet required to reach that obleetive. I t  is obvious, however, 
that the role of the CBC in establishing and maintaining ~;tandards is 
of particular importance. 
.. For over 35 years, the people of Canada have supported that service 
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation with public funds in order 
to achieve standards in Canadian hroadcastiog which a strictly 
commercial system Could not attain. The purnnse was also that this 
"national service"would be available to all Canadians*in English and 
in French as public funds became available. 
.•As a conseq.uence, the CBC cannot, like a private corporation, 
modify and adapt its services in response to the "fluctuations of the 
market" in order toachleve instifunonal survival• There is, in fact, at 
the present time in Canadian braodcasting, a definite tendency on the 
part of some private stations in the same service areas to provide 
very similar services• The Commission is of the view that the trends 
inherent in the Radio I proposal and in the "experiments" that have 
been carried out in relation to this proposal shift CBC AM program- " 
ruing away from what is u,ique and bring it much too close to the 
programming already available on many of the privately owned radio 
stations: 
..The Commissi0n% considered iudgment is that the proposal, 
designed to atfracl larger audiences, may ieopardize distinctive, high 
quality radio programming by the CBC. The Commission is not 
convinced that acquiring more listeners for CBC radio justifies the 
use of formats and techniques which are derived largely from the 
pr ivate sector• The challenge to the CBC remains in the 
strengthening and encouragement of distinctive radio programming, 
something for which, over the years, ithas been singularly recognized 
internationally and nationally. 
• .The Commission recognizes the dilemma facing CBC in attemp'ling 
to maintain its mandatewhen so many people seem incline(J 10 follow 
the trivmfs;~fNorttl/American commercial breadcastln~ 'However, 
the manUa1~oflhe CBC remains one of providing a broadcasting 
service of,distinctive qual ity wh ch is predominantly .~al~adta# in
content and character and a continuing ,expression of.Canadian . 
identity. 
'..In arriving at its decision on the Radio I and I I  p.roposal, the 
Commission has taken partlcolar note thatit would appear: 
• . I) to contain an overly centralized programme production strut. 
tare which.would st fie the ability of regi0nal sources to contribute on 
an innovative basis; 
~..2) to be unduly influenced by the popelarity standards of people 
living in urban areas where listeners have a broad range of broad. 
casting services available in addition to other forms of entertainment 
and enlightenmenl'; 
..3) to exhibit a concern with audience ratings which is influenced 
more .by standards of commercial popularity Lthan' by standards of 
programme distinctiveness and excellence; 
..4) to be considerably influenced by the cec  dependence for: 
distribution on affiliates, whose natural interests in commercial 
programmes are sometimes in conflict with the basic alms of CBC 
programming policy; 
.. 5). to neglect CBC radio's original function of reflecting to a national 
audience the total range of our living culture: from the instant 
reporting of topics; views, and day by day creative successes, to the 
convincing and competent presentation of the long term concerns of 
our society, of what is besl and mosl durable in our 'cultural 
achievements and in our national heritage. 
..The Commi.~sion is f irmly convinced that any tendency on the part 
of the CBC Io achieve better ratings by imilanng or approximating 
programming forms of commercial stations must be strongly 
resisted• The reason is simple. There is no need for more of the same. 
Mo)'e particularly, there Is no need to spend public funds largely to 
dupUcale what is already provided by commercial operstions. . 
. . in  the contemporary radio environment it is indeed qiff|cult to 
provide "varied and comprehensive,, programming for "people of 
different ages, interests and tastes", but the Commission cannot, on 
the other hand, agree that it is impossible 1o find new forms and new 
kinds of presentation to fulnn these essential requirements of service 
as set out in the Broadcasting Ach 
• .The Commission recognizes the difficulty of' the task facing the 
Corporation• I t must produce programs which are of a high standard 
representing a distinct contribution to the overall Canadian broad. 
casting system and which, at the same time, will enjoy as wide ac- 
ceptance as possible from the public. HOwever, only the difficulty of 
such a task can lustily the need of a tax.supported Instilution to 
achieve the oblective• 
. •The commisslon also is of the opinion that the CBC should phase out 
the carriage of commercials on ils French and English radio net. 
works except where they are indispensable to ensure the avallabUity 
of prOgrams ol exceptional Interest.* In arriving al this view, the 
Commission takes into account 1hat annual earnings from com. 
merclal advertising on CBC radio total approximately S2 million as 
againsl total annual publicly supplied funds of $35 million. 
.. In reaching is conclusion concerning the proposed radio policy, the 
• commission has also been greatly influenced by another con. 
sideraUon, cec  radio service was introduced in t936. The purpose of 
this service was.and still remains ta provide to anCanadlans red~o 
I~rogrammlng of a truly distlnctlve nature in Eng tsh and in French. 
In 1973, this goal still remains to be achieved for a/argo port of the 
population. According to the best available figures lhere'ere slUl 
,:'millions of Canadians who only receive a small portion of CBC radio 
programs in. English or in French. A full CBC schedu le  represents 
approxlmately 130 hours a week. Millions o4 Canadians of English or• 
~French language receive 0nly a part of those programs~ ~Ti~ number r 
:..~.hours received In some areas can be as low as t4 hous;s of  the :  
Engl|sh language schedule or as  low as :17 h~rs  of the ~FreltCh~: 
language schedule. : , ~ • ,.- , : ,~ ~ . . . ,~\~ 
, ',.. IJ would not seem reallst|c 1o say that only 20 percent 0r as percent 
• of CBC radio programs are essenfla. Pe~pie in the larger centres of ' 
Canada,receive 130 hours a week of CaC radio programs: 100 percent 
Presumably, all the~e prOgra'nls;ire comldered essentinl ,by the 
Corporation or otherwise they would nol be produced~ 'One cannot 
,argue either that ahoy'are essential for .thehorger cenlres~es andand notnot ,' 
essent ia l  fo r  the smaller ¢entres, : ' " *.4 n ~ n ' , • '', 'L~n : r  
• : . .  Indeed the larger centres have nnany.radio:statlons, ~ome ~f them ' ,  
CI0or  even 18; so they need 130 hours:of C1~¢ programs only bOcausa- .  
" " these  pl'ograms presumably Conlribute somtthing~lr~d sl~nskbh~'and 'L= 
"i~vhlch is n0t,otherwiso available; I f lh is  Is~s@,ithen snch pr~grama -
/,become even more desirable for more,dlatant,areas" of the c~untry 
• " which do not enjoy the 'cultural facli!nes and  opportunities o f , th ( )  
larger centres. . 
.::The CRTC is very tavoarable in principle to the ~ahbblishme,t of 
more Enlglsh and French FM statl0os anu to the development of a 
French FM network. Since'some cities In Canada hew enjoyed this ' 
kind of service Vor a number ol yearS* it is fair tha la  similar ~rvice'- ;
should gradually beextsnded to other parts of the country as lauds 
.. However, the C0mmls;len Is deeply c0ncerned'abouf any ~¢q~;~l~!: , 
i cGItUrstly "lds;= prfvlleged'are~s are still: tsck l~ a f i rst  IMILcI=c tmr.•i; 
to odd a second cac  I ld l0  s~rvice In some areas while ~ m a n y L ~ H ~  -, i1 
network; The CommlnlOn will reconsidi}r tMs matter n :sotn  
• 'queatlone'of pMIcy raised in the,pneNnt de¢lsl~ have beans01 ~ '1~ h e CommlesiOn Isaloe M the opllti~h~(~i:~l~"~O~fiOit"i 
' ~Inv'eel gate the posslblllly iof~ =,IIIIi~11i~ :St~it't~).. M~,]he;"'"~- =)dVmt 
; : i  S)L, 
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.GOV'T  INSPECTED .CANADA CHOICE 
.GOV'T  INSPECTED .CANADA CHOICE .CANADA GOOD 
.CANADA GOOD ... . . . . . .  LB .  
CROSS RIB ROAST 99 .. 
¢ 
"' TUESDAY,' JULY. 11~ 197~-' 
mm 
B 59 " ..... 
.GOV'T  I N S P E CT E D ~ ' ~  ~ ~iii::i!~iiill 
DUCKLINGS , .GOV'T  INSPECTED "WILTSHIRE"  
' i . .... GR.  LB. "VJ TURKEY 
WITH TENDER T IMER 
OORNED BEEF "0X"  " "  89 BAR B-Q BOLOGNA 53  1 GROWN IN B.C. 6 LB. TO 10 LBS. OR. .  , 
.GOV'T INSPECTED *1 19  oov.,.s,..c..,..,,..,,,,,,... ~ • morn  
METEOR MEAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LB. HH 6 OZ. ,KG ............................................................ " . . . . . . . . .  LB .  FRYING 
§9 BEEF SAUSAGE SLICED SIDE BACON BOLOGNA HALVES TRAY PACK . ' - ;  . . . . . . . . . .  LB:" ;~::~::~::~.s.:.~ ...... '1 .19 .OOV'*,N,,,C*°O'WILTSHIREREG- 99 ~ .GOV'T INSPECTED 36 ° o~o~N,..c 
OR SMOKY MAPLE"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 LB. PKG.  "WILTSHIRE"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 OZ. PKG.  
Buy Bet ter  . Save More  
PLUMROSE 
CANNED PICNIOS ,LB.T,N s1.19 
A ,,.59 ~ 
I ITEMS YOU NEED 
ZEE FAMILY  WHITE OR COLORED 
BATHROOM TISSUE .... 4ROLLp,G. 6!1' 
DUNCAN HINES - BROWNIE MIX  OR 
CAKE MIX ...................... P.. 51' 
DE LTA 
IHSTAHT RICE . . . . . . . . .  ,,oz.,,KO. 39' 
WHITE  ROCK ALL F,L.,AvORs :, :~, ,~ ~ • 
CANNED POP . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 '~,:: 99 ° 
PLUMROSE 
CANNED BACH ......... , LB. TIN 89' 
LIBBYS - IN TOMATO SAUCE 
SPAGHETTI ............... ..oz.,I, 39' 
CHUN K ING FROZEN 
CHOW MEIN " 40OZ.  PKG. 85' " 
SUPER-VALU CHOICE 
CHOICE PEAS . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 ~,°L85' 
SUPER-VALU INSTANT ' 
COFFEE .................. ,, oz. JAR .39 
SUPER VALU . 
PEANUT: BUTTER ' 60Z .  T IN *1.09 
NABOB - CHOICE 
RED PLUMS...; .......... 2 14TI,sOZ. 43' 
u' 
' NABOB - sTRAWBERRY 
PURE JAM :~,oz:,73 ~ ~,oz.s 1,35 
KRAI=T" MIRACLE WHiP  DRESSING 
SALAD 69 '  i ;, 32 OZ. JAR 
I 
SUPER-VALU 
TEA BASS .................. ,o,, PKG. 69" 
FUNK.& WAGNALLS  
NEW WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA 
,u .~q .L'US*RAT.O 
, . . .ooucTo .Yo , . .  4 9 C  .u .~voLu~,E~.W. . ,  . 
VOLUME NO 1 'ONLY  THIS  WEEK 'S  VOLUME NO.  Io & 17 ONLY  1.99 
TOMATOES 39 
CANADA NO. 1 ..................................................... ;.;..:...'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i.:. lb. 
POTATOES 89 ° • . ". 
'" Ibs. 
,:~!! B.C. NEW ........................................... .(, . . . . . .  .... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . _ 
i 
CARROTS . . . .  • . ,  . : : - : . " !  - 
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